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FOREWORD.

In^the pages which follow, Mr. Freeman has given us a valuable
study of a neglected subject.

The history of our oldest surviving organs begins in the latter

half_^of the sixteenth centur>^ but in pre-Reformation days there was,
as the author has elsewhere shewn quite a large " business" in

organs.

When every worker in wood and stone was an artist, much loving
care would be devoted to the case as well as to the tiny instrument
inside it. Perhaps, as has been found in some old German organs,

the wooden pipes also may have been elaborately carved, though they
would have been quite unseen. But of cases of this date we have
scanty remains, that at Old Radnor being the oldest.

As the seventeenth century approaches the illustrious Dallam
family appears, and we still possess a few specimens of their work.
Their masterpiece is, of course, in King's College Chapel, Cambridge.
This beautiful case, along with the priceless windows, somehow escaped
the attentions of ]\Ir. Dowsing, w^ho, during the Rebellion, worked much
havoc in East Anglian Churches. His clemency is possibly explained

by an entry in the College books of a payment of money to him—services

not specified !

With the Restoration comes the period of Smith and Harris.

Mr. Freeman shews that the cases of each of these celebrated men are

more varied in form and treatment than is generally suspected, but the

taste and personality^ of the builder occasionally come to the surface,

and we then get something in the nature of a distinct and distinctive
'

' type "—a group of cases which can be assigned to the one and not to

the other. At S. Paull we find for the first time an architect's name
associated with the organ-case. We may surmise, however, that

Thomas Dallam must have had highly skilled advice at King's, and it

is, of course, possible that both Smith and Harris are not entitled to the

sole credit for their excellent and dignified work.

It is an encouraging fact that of late years eminent architects in

increasing numbers have devoted their abilities to producing beautiful

designs, and it is also consoling to read that as regards modern cases

we have nothing to fear in comparison with other countries.

It is a pleasure to commend this book to all interested in the

subject.

AIvAN GRAY.

Trinity College, Cambridge.





CHAPTER I.

The Organ-Case in Engush Churches.

TI^IE was when '

' a pair of Organs " was reckoned amongst
" the ornaments of the Church." Indeed, from the earUest
introduction of the Organ into England about the year 675,

and thence well on into the i8th century—a period of over a thousand
years—it was almost invariably treated as a thmg of beauty and an
adornment to the building in which it stood.

At first Organs were extremely rare-—a source of curiosity and
wonder to the common people, and of gratification to the communities
which owned them. In those early days only a few men possessed

the knowledge and skill necessary for their construction. These were,
for the most part, monks who guarded their secret as jealously as any
Guild of the Middle Ages. Even when lay folk had succeeded in

solving the mystery of their fabrication, it took a good many years for

Organ building to become an established institution in this country.

And there always remained questions of cost and of the provision of a
competent player.

The last-named was no small difficulty. Over and over again in

old accounts we meet with payments to strange priests, friars, scholars,

and other wanderers for " pla)dng at Organs,"^ from which we may
conclude that many organs were either badly plaj'ed by local in-

competents, or else entirely dumb during the greater part of the year.

The question of cost limited the possession of an organ to the

larger and wealthier churches. Where one was found in a building of

lesser importance, it would generally be because some pious donor had
decided that his benefaction should take that form, or because it had
been lent, or given, or sold cheaply, b}' one of the greater churches
which in course of time had come to possess more instruments than it

really needed.

All these things gradually righted themselves, for they were
more or less mutually interdependent. As organ makers increased in

number, the resulting competition would naturally lead to lower

prices, to a larger sale, and to more opportunities of learning to play.

For organ playing was not at this period a matter calling for any
extraordinary degree of technical skill. A lad of musical ability would
not take long to acquire a mastery^ of the art if he had access to an

^ Bicester Priory Church, c. 1470 : "To a scholar playing on organs
[tcolari ludenti ad orf^anns) Sd." S. Mary the Great, Cambridge, 1513 :

" Item
payed to a blak ffryer for to pley atte orgayus xvj d."
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instrument, and someone able and willing to instruct him in the

rudiments.

Other contributory causes were the importation of organs of

foreign manufacture, and the settlement in England of workmen from

the Netherlands and elsev/here.^

As in later times, these had a stimulating effect, so that by the

middle of the fifteenth century we find that the art and craft of organ

making was in an extremely flourishing condition, not only in London

but also in the Provinces. From thence onward, except for the set-

back at the Reformation and at the Great Rebelhon, the records of our

churches bear ample witness to the steady increase in the number of

makers and to the extent of their work as regards both new instruments

and repairs.

With but few notable exceptions, Enghsh organs right up to the

Restoration of Charles II. were small in size, their mechanism simple

and even primitive, their tonal resources extrem.ely limited. Musically

their development was a very slow process. But those who made

them, and those who bought them, seem to have realised from the

first the inherent artistic possibilities of the organ case. Hence they

bestowed on the outside of the instrument the same loving care as

was bestowed on font or pulpit, screen, lectern, or bench end. They

grudged neither time, thought, nor labour in their determination to

make its outward appearance worthy of the prominent position it

occupied.

Of course it is easier and less costly to encase a small organ than

a large one, but that was not the reason why these old-time cases were

so effectively and so lavishly wrought. It was something much more

fimdamental. The real reason was that the organ was not at this time

considered to be a necessary adjunct of the worship of the church, and

the consequence was that no one ever dreamed of setting one up merely

because it pleased the ear. It must please the eye too. An organ

might be large, or it might be small ; it must be beautiful.

Unfortunately only a very few cases of the best period have escaped

the hands of the iconoclast and the restorer.* In these, at least, the

results achieved were such as to justify in fullthe effort andmoney ex-

pended on them. If the few which have survived may be taken as

representative of the many which have been destroyed, we shall not

be far wrong in concluding that in none of the internal fittings have

our churches suffered a more grievous loss.

1 Calendar Patent Rolls 1429- 1436. April 18, 1436. Letters of deni-|

zation to William Barbour, " organ maker " of Brussels, dwelling at West-|

minster ; and for I^aurence, '
' organ maker " of Nymmagen, dwelling at|

Louth 'church. 1509. Paid for setting up the Flemish Organs in the"

rood loft by four days 2od. (The amount included payment for other;

work done).
|

2 Excluding small portable organs, only about a dozen existing organ-i

cases are known which belong to the period 1 500-1660. Of those by Fathei'

Smith and Renatus Harris there remain, whole or in part, less than fifty.'

Some of these have been disfigured almost beyond recogsition.
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Each of these old cases merits, as each will repay, the most careful
study. Some were constructed with expensive woods, and elaborately
carved or inlaid ; others were quite simple in design, and fashioned in
common material. Some were enriched by painting and gilding

;

in others the wood was merely stained, or left its natural colour to
darken as it aged. Most have had their internal mechanism and
pipe-v/ork renewed twice or thrice since they were first erected—two,
three, or even four hundred years ago—a lesson that might be borne
in mind these latter days w^hen people are looking round for something
which ma}^ serv^e as a worthy and durable memorial.
r.;For a really beautiful organ-case is not likely to be discarded until it

begins to fall to pieces. The older it is, the more will it be loved and
prized and cared for, until it comes to be looked upon as one of the
chiefest treasures in the building so fortunate as to possess it. It will

increase in value and in interest as it ages, whereas the instrument it

enshrines is bound to deteriorate more or less rapidly, and to require

renewing from time to time, owing to the wear and tear to which it is

subjected. A beautiful, well-made case will serve for, and out-last,

several instruments.

Copious instances of old cases which have been fitted with new
instruments could readily be given, but attention is here drawn to one
which has not been so treated, and to this one because it bears upon
two other questions-—material and cost.

The musical portion of the organ at Stanford-on-Avon, Northants,

hereinafter described, has been for many years a complete wreck. Its

case, however, though made nearly 350 years ago, is in an excellent

state of preservation. Indeed it is quite capable of out-lasting a new
instrument, should one ever be fitted. And j^et the material of which
it is constructed is merely the wood which is commonly called deal.

Now the difference between the cost of casing an organ in oak,

impost high^ (with uprights between certain groups of pipes, and a

horizont?.! band of wood near their tops), and the cost of casing it in

deal, though small, is by no means negligible. It would probably be

sufiicient to provide simple though adequate cornices and pipe-shades

which, if properly designed, would result in a real organ case. Such a

case would be none the less pleasing because it would of necessity be

simple in outline and sparingly decorated. If embellishment were

needed, it could be achieved by means of a carefully devised colour

scheme. Stencilling is not to be despised where carving is out of the

question. Of this practice the choir-case of the organ under con-

sideration is an excellent example—in this instance, a white scroll

pattern is stencilled on the light wood background of the pipe-shades.

The result is thoroughly satisfactor>^ and the practice one that may
be commended where a rich effect is desired but means are straitened.

^ An organ-case is usually divided, horizontally, into two stages, either

by an impost or by a bold moulding ; and vertically, into numerous compart-
ments, by pilasters, or by buttresses. In no orp;an-casc of the best periods

were the upper extremities of the pipes allowed to project above the cornice.

The only exceptions would be small organs where, for the sake of portability,

the wood-work had been reduced to a minimum.
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As a general rule, the estimate for a new instrument states the

amount wlSch the builder intends to set aside for the provision of the

case. This amount depends upon various considerations—the size

of the structure, the complexity of the design, and the costliness of the

material.

]>t us suppose, for example, that the organ is going to stand under

an arch, and that only one front has to be supplied; in other words,

that it is rather an organ screen than an organ case which has to be
arranged for. Let us suppose, further, that the contract stipulates

for the usual commercial article—" a neatly panelled case, impost-

high, of seasoned pine, unstained."

If this is really all that the finances of the church will permit,

then it is strongly urged that the money for the upper-work of the case

be found by the temporary omission of the pipes of some of the stops.

If the organ be a small one, the pipes of two stops would probably
suffice for this purpose ; for a larger one, more would have to be dis-

pensed with for the time being. These pipes could be added at any
subsequent period as funds permitted.

A complete instrument, beautiful to the eye, as well as to the ear,

is nmch more likely to be acquired this way than by the other ex-

pedient-—the temporary omission of the upper-work of the case.

Where, however, the latter course is adopted it is advisable that
the omission be emphasised and not glossed over. Future perfection

is more readily achieved by a congregation which has the incomplete-
ness of the present constantly brought to its notice.

But these, after all, are rather unworthy expedients.' /| The
only really proper course is to do as was done b}^ them of old time,

that is, to set apart, from the first, a proportionate and adequate
amount of the total sum for the provision of a well-designed and well-

wrought case. This was the usual custom right down to the middle
of the eighteenth century. When it becomes once more the common
practice, and not, as at present, the exception, organs will again take
their rightful place in the regard of those who have an eye for beauty
as well as an ear. They will again be spoken of amongst " the
ornaments of the Church."



CHAPTER II.

The Evolution of the Organ-Case.

IT is quite impossible within the contracted limits of this book
to deal exhaustively with the subject of organ-case design, for

in spite of the regrettable fact that only about one in every fifty

organs in England possesses a case of any merit, yet England is such a
land of organs that the number of good organ-cases, some of them
really beautiful, is by no means inconsiderable. Thanks to the
interest now taken by many of our ablest architects in this so long-

neglected branch of ecclesiology, almost every year sees noteworthy
additions to their ranks. The number would be more considerable

if a larger proportion of those responsible for the erection of organs
knew anything about the principles underlying the design of a good
organ-case. A great deal of money is annually wasted on elaborating

cases that are laid out, from the very beginning, on wrong lines. No
satisfactory result can possibly be brought about l3y piling on ornament
to a form which is structurally unsound. Ignorance and incom-
petence are answerable in these matters for even more harm than
apathy.

No one will contend that our English cases can compare in

majestic grandeur with such Continental specimens as Bois-le-Duc,

Chartres, Tarragona or Lubeck (i\Iarien-Kirche), and, sad to say,

none can lay claim to the antiquity of Salamanca, Old Cathedral,

(c. 1380), Sion (c, 1390), and at least a score of other well-known

organs dating from the fifteenth century. But in respect of perfect

proportions, variety in design, exquisite carving and skilled work-
manship-—that is, in all except size and age—many English cases

will hold their own. Where shall we find more beautiful cases than
those at King's College, Cambridge [96 and 97] ; S. Paul's Cathedral

;

Little Bardfield [99] ; Newcastle Cathedral ; or All Hallows, Barking

[105] ; to mention five only of the older ones ; or the Sheldonian Theatre

[121] and BrasenoseCollege [120] (both at Oxford) ; S. Bartholomew's,

Armley ; S. Paul's, Burton-on-Trent ; Christ Church, Ealing [116]

;

Winchester College Chapel; West Tofts [80]; Mundford [117];

Petworth [118] ; or the Parish Church, Stratford-on-Avon ; amongst
t!iose constructed during the last fifty years ? It would be quite

easy to extend this list to some three or four dozen without including

in it any but really fine cases.

NoTX.—The Qombers enclosed In square brackets refer to the Illustrations.

B
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The inferiority in size of the older English cases was due to a

combiuation of circumstances, chief amongst which were the smallness

of the instruments themselves, the comparative lowness of the roof

of the majority of English Churches, and the place in which the organ

was situated.

The first of these no longer holds, but for centuries English

organ builders were much behind those on the Continent in develop-

ing their art. No English organ contained more than two manuals

until after the Restoration of 1660 ; few of them had pedals till about

the year 1790s while the earliest to have a 32ft. stop was that at York

i\iinster (1S29), and the first with a 32ft. front that at Birmingham

Town Hall (1834). Previous to 1829 the record for large pipes was
held by the organ at Exeter Cathedral. This instrument, built by
Joim I/3osemore in 1665, contamed a Double Diapason on the Great

Manual of 20ft. 6in. speaking length (total length 24ft. 6in., diameter

I5in.)^ Curiously enough, its predecessor was also renowned for its

" large pipes of an extraordinary length," but the measurements of

the latter are not recorded. On the Continent v/e find a complete

instrument erected in the Church of S. Ivlartin at Danzig, in 1585, con-

sisting of three m.anual and two pedal departments, with a total of 55
sounding stops (including one of 32ft.). Pedals certainly date back
to 1468 (S. Sebald, Nuremberg), and probably to 1361 (Halberstadt

Cathedral), for 32ft pipes formed part of the front of the latter in-

strument at the date named. It is indeed possible that we can refer

pedals to the very beginning of the fourteenth century, for an old

Flemish chronicle {circa 1319-50) speaking of Ludwig van Vaelbeke,

of Brabant, who died in 1312, says that
'

' He was the first who mentions

^ There is one isolated and remarkable instance—the organ built by
Robert Dallam for Jesus College Chapel, Cambridge, in i63ii, at a cost of

^200, and to which, according to the Dictionary of National Biography, '

' in

1635 he added pedals ... for 12/." These, howevei, may possibly
have been pedals to work shifting movements. Another instance, much
later in point of time, was S. Paul's. Burney, writing in 1785, tells us
that Handel, upon bis first arrival in England, frequently went " to play
on that organ for the exercise it afforded him in the use of the pedals.*' This
shows that there were pedals at S. Paul's as early as c. 1710, or very little

later, but there were no separate pedal pipes there till 1826. At Westminster
Abbey, Avery added pedal pipes in 1780—apparently the first in England.
From a printed account of the organ in S. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, issued

by John Harris and John Byfield who had built it in 1728, we learn that that
organ also was provided with '

' Pedals to the lower Octave." There were no
separate pedal pipes, but since the Great Organ was carried down to CCC
the instrument contained some very effective pedal basses.
Of special interest was Renatus Harris's Proposal (published in, or before,

1 712) to build a huge organ for the West End of S. Paul's Cathedral. This
instrument was to have six manuals (including one "adapted for the emitting
of Sounds to express Passion, by swelling any Note"—in other words, a
Swell—in addition to Pedals. It was also to contain a " double double
Diapason" with " Pipes forty foot long, and above two foot Diameter."
The Proposal is printed in exte,iso in The Musical Times for August, 1905.

2 This stop contained only fourteen pipes, so that it was obviously
designed for pedal effects, even if playable only by the left hand.
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treading in the manner that men nowadays practise."^ A hundred
years ago it was a rare thing to find an English organ with more than
30 stops. Both at S. Paul's Cathedral and at York Minster, the organ
contained only 27 stops, with no separate pipes to the pedal " pull-

downs "
; that at Westminster Abbey had an octave of Pedal Pipes,

but only 21 manual stops.

Nowadays large organs with a plentiful supply of i6ft. and
32ft. pipes are fairly common, and the newer cases show an increase

in size which is often considerable. None, however, are to be found,
even in Concert Halls, which will compare in size with the large foreign

cases before mentioned. The reason for this can, perhaps, be made
clear by an example :—

The Church of S. IVIargaret, Westminster, standing in the shadow
of the Abbey, looks small by comparison with its mother-church. It

seats about nine hundred and fifty, and is therefore a fair specimen
of the average parish church . But this church , tower and all (the latter

85ft. high) could easily stand under the Abbey roof, which reaches to

a height of 10 1 feet above the pavement—being, in fact, the highest

vault of any ancient church in England. Yet the organ at the west
end of the Church of S. Jan, Bois-le-Duc, or s'Hertogenbosch, v/hich

is 40 feet wide and (with its gallery) 100 feet high, would not stand at

the west end of the Abbey, unless taken out of its gallery, and even then
it would be two feet too wide for the Abbey nave.^ The Bois-le-Duc

case is certainly the largest in the world, though, curiousl}'- enough,

the longest of its front pipes is only 24ft. speaking length : other large

cases, containing 32ft. fronts, are frequently to be found on the Con-
tinent, some of them approaching very near to it in point of size.

Most of these foreign examples are very shallow, the Bois-le-Duc case

being only about 10 feet from back to front. ^ If one can picture it

standing outside S. Margaret's, reaching to some 15 feet above the

highest pinnacle of the tower, one is better able to imagine how much
smaller its case would have to be made in order that the same sized

organ should be placed inside at the west end, over the entrance.

Much more compression would be needed if it were to be placed at the

other end of the Church, in the North Aisle, where the S. Margaret's

organ is situated. And yet, previous to its being rebuilt in 1901, the

1 R. Schlecte, Geschichte der Kitchen- Musik, 1871, p. 103, quoted in

Abdy Williams* Stofy ot the Organ.
2 The height of the vault of several of our Cathedrals is given for the sake

of comparison with some typical foreign churches—York, ggft. ; S. Paul's,

89ft. ; Ripon, 88ft. ; Peterborough, 78ft. ; Chester. 75ft. ; Ely. 72ft.
;

Rochester. 55ft. ; Amiens, 140ft. ; Palma (Majorca), 140ft. ; Chartres, 122ft. ;

S. Jan, Bois-le-Duc, 120ft. ; Beauvais, 150ft. Two of our modern buildings,

Lancing College Chapel and the New Cathedral at Liverpool, are notable for

their height, 92ft. and 115ft. respectively—the latter being the highest vault

in England.
3 The large organ at the west end of the Marien-Kirche at Lubeck contains

82 sounding stops. The case itself is nearly Soft, high and 40ft. wide, though
only 7ft. in depth. In the Cathedral Church at Perpignan is an ancient

organ (c. 1490) with a 32ft. front. Its dimensions are 45ft. high by 23ft.

wide by 3ft. 6in. deep. It was formerly provided with shutters.
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Bois-le-Duc instrument had actually seven stops less than has that
at S. Margaret's, the numbers being 41 and 48 respectively. The S.

Margaret's organ displays a i6ft. speaking front towards the Aisle—^not a very common feature of Church organs in this coimtry.
This has brought us to the third of the reasons mentioned above—

the situation of the organ in Enghsh Churches and Cathedrals, and
its effect upon the size of the case.

I believe that previous to the Reformation only tw'o organs are

known to have been placed at the west end of an EngUsh Church.
One was so placed at Croyland Abbey (where there was a second
organ in the Quire) and the other in a small subsidiary building, namely
the Beauchamp Chapel attached to S. ^Mary's Parish Church. Warwdck.
I believe, also, that there are very few instances of Cathedral organs
being placed on the screen until after that same landmark in our
history had been passed^—the most usual position being on one side

of the Quire—though organs in Parish Churches were usually placed
in the rood loft, which was generally roomy enough to contain the
small instruments then in vogue. At the Reformation the screens
in Parish Churches were destroyed, and thereafter, until the Gothic
revival of the nineteenth century, the majority of parochial organs
v/ere set up at the west end, and of cathedral organs on the Quire screen.

During the latter half of the last century many Cathedral organs were
removed from their commanding position on the screen and re-erected,

generally on one or both sides of the Quire, but occasionally in one of

the Transepts, whUst the ordinary Church organ made a similar

migration eastwards, usually to be buried in some wretched hole called

an organ-chamber, on one side or other of the chancel. It is not my
intention to make laitientation over the destruction or removal of many
splendid old cases during this period of transition ; in the first place

because it is no use, and in the second because it led directly to the

designing and construction of such excellent cases as those at Chester,

Ely and Bangor Cathedrals, S. John's College, Cambridge, Nottingham
Parish Church [88] and others. My purpose is to point out that the

only position suited for a case of large proportions—the west end of a
Cathedral Church—^^^as scarcely ever adopted here in England, and
that if the Quire screen or west gallery could not accommodate a large

case the circumstances are even less favourable in the positions now
chosen—an exception being made where the Transept position has
been selected, and also where a new Church has been specially designed

for the proper reception and exhibition of an adequate instrument.

In fairness to our early organ-builders it should be said that

the size of the organ was, to some extent at least, influenced by the

position chosen. Wherever it was, east or west, on the screen or over

the stalls, it was always near to the body of singers whom its chief

purpose was to accompany. Consequently a large organ was not
felt to be a necessity.

^ At Ripon, York, and Durham, organs were placed on the screen, but
these were not generally the chief instruments in use. The larger of the two
organs at lyichfield in 1482, was, however, placed on the screen (pulpitum).
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With reference to this question of large organs (as distinct from
large cases) some remarks of ]\Ir. C. F. Abdy Wilhams are very apposite.
In an able article on " The Evolution of the Choir Organ" which
appeared in The Musical Times for January and February, 1907, he
suggests that the real reason why Continental organs excelled ours in

point of size until comparatively recent times was probably a psy-
chological one. He points out that the difference " was not that
of a few stops more or less : it was a difference in the whole conception
of what an organ ought to be. This was not, as has sometimes been
said, because greater attention was given to congregational singing

abroad than in England, for congregational singing was one of the
products of the Reformation, and it is certain that huge organs were
in use in Germany and Holland before the Reformation, and have
always been used in France and Spain, in which countries the Re-
formation has never taken root." He thinks that " the real reason
for the difference between English and foreign conceptions of the

organ is to be found in a certain peculiarity of the national character,

in the reserve of the average EngUshman, in his intense dislike to the

exhibition of any emotion or feeling, however deeply he may be in-

wardly moved. This feeling of reserve has caused him to be in-

different or hostile to all emotional or excited or grand fonus of music :

and it is not impossible that the dislike to emotion, or its exciting

causes, was at the bottom of the smallness of our organs."

This theory- certainly seems to be borne out by facts. Taken in

conjunction with the innate conservatism of our race it probably

gives the true explanation why Smith and Harris, not to speak of earlier

builders, were not called upon to erect instruments comparable in size

with some of the large ones which they had known, and perhaps helped to

make, on the Continent. Renatus Harris, at least, desired to build a

huge organ for S. Paul's, but his proposal, as we have seen, came to

nothing.^

Since the organ had found its way into our Churches some years

before the close of the seventh century, it may not be unprofitable if

we attempt to show, in as brief a manner as possible, how the simple

superstructure of early organs, hardly to be called a " case," developed

into the magnificent '
* fronts " which are sometimes to be met with at

home and abroad.

The mere fact that for some hundreds of years organ building in

England was in the hands of the monks is quite sufficient to assure us

that the external appearance of the instrument was a matter of

solicitude to its makers and owners.' When the mechanic and the

musician bet^veen them had done their part the cancer stepped in and

exercised his craft on its outer covering. After him came the il-

luminator who coloured and gilded it till it became exceeding glorious,

worthy, at last, of its position and office in their Church.

1 See Note i on page iS.

2 S. Dunstan (died 9S8) and his friend, S. ^thelwold (died 984) were

both of them billed in the art of making organs. They are said to have made
some " with their own hands." Dr. W. H. Grattan Flood reminds me that

S. Aldhelm not only described organs but actually constructed them as well.
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The custom of gilding the pipes and cases of organs dates from
their first fabrication in England. S. Aldhelm, who died A.D. 709,
tells us that the Anglo-Saxons frequently embellished their organs in

this manner.
And here it would be as well to urge that contemporary drawings

of these primitive and early instruments should not be looked upon as

exact representations of their outward appearance. They must be
taken as decorative, suggestive and symbolic rather than as accurate

architectural drawings. We can learn much from them, but it is a
mistake to press them too far for such details as the number of pipes,

their pitch and compass. We must make the same allowance for the

limitations of an artist of those early times when he drew an organ as

we should for the same draughtsman when he drew a house, a church,

or a man. And even more, since he might never have seen an organ
except in a picture.

It is not possible to illustrate this evolution by means of re-

productions of contemporary English organ-cases for the simple reason

that so few of our old organs have survived, and none that are really

ancient. Many modem cases, however, are founded on ancient models
and can be used to illustrate certain typical features and periods of

development.
It should be stated here that the following attempt to trace

the development of the organ case is founded very largely upon a
careful examination of the seventy or eighty plates with accompany-
ing letterpress, in Dr. Arthur G. Hill's two splended voltimes dealing

with
'

' Organ Cases and Organs of the Middle Ages and Renaissance."

So far as dates are concerned it should be noted tjmt they cure merely those

of the organs in which certain features are earliest found. The features

themselves may have been, and probably were, in many instances, found
at earlier dates than those given. I have only given the earliest I have

been able to ascertain. It is hardly necessary to say that the various

features illustrated would scarcely have made their appearance in

different countries at the same time. Due allowance must be made
for the comparative isolation of certain provinces or even countries,

for local influences, and (especially in detail and ornamentation) for

national characteristics which often led to complete transformation

and much overlapping of styles. Moreover, one of the chief m^ethods

of determining the date of a case depends upon an examination of the

style and execution of its carved detail^a phase of architectural history

much beyond the scope of the present article, and therefore only here

and there hinted at. The difficulty of determining the date of a case

is often increased by the substitution of later ornamentation in place of

older work'—^for instance of carved wings for folding shutters, of late

Renaissance pipe-shades for earlier Gothic tracery, or of storied cam-
paniles above the towers for the former steeple-like roofs.

Many early organs, especially the smaller ones, possessed no case-

work above the impost, if we except the simple band of wood which
held the front pipes in position. In these primitive instruments the

pipes were generally arranged semitonally and almost directly over
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the broad-keyed clavier. A faithful representation of such an organ
has been preserved to us in the beautiful Cecilia panel,, painted by
one of the Van Eycks for the Church of S. Bavon, Ghent, in the early
part of the fifteenth century.^

Another and somewhat later picture, painted before 1476 by
Hugo van der Goes for one of the wings of a triptych in the Chapel of

Trinity College, Edinburgh, and now preserved at Holyrood Palace
in the same city, shows a Flemish (or, quite possibly, a Scotch) organ
of the period. In design it is not unlike the Van E^ck. Its chief mterest
is that it shows a Keyboard closely resembling that of modern times-
somewhat shorter and very slightly broader, it is true, but with the
full complement of semitones.^ In both Ghent and Edinburgh
panels the Keyboard has white naturals and black shaips.

As the compass increased and larger pipes were added, the pipes
could no longer stand over their own keys—especially when the latter

were reduced in size. The consequence was that the upper portion
of the case was made to overhang the lower on either side. ^ Many
examples of this most characteristic feature of Gothic organ cases will

be seen in the accompanying illustrations. Most of Father Smith's
cases once possessed it, and some of them still retain it in spite of sub-
sequent alterations and enlargements. An example of its use as late

as 1717 is found in Shrider's instrument, stiU, happily, to be seen at

S. Mary's Church, Finedon, Northants [108].

By providing such an organ with sides, back, a canopy above,
and hinged doors to the front to protect the pipes from dam,p and
dust, we arrive at the first real organ-case. Though the upper
portion would be similar in outline to a wardrobe, yet such a case,

properly proportioned, with richly carved tracery above the pipes

and an open-work parapet along the top of the cornice, and with
the whole of the wood-work enriched with painting and gilding, could
be made to look very beautiful.

The next step was to divide the pipes into compartments by
means of buttresses, and afterwards to break the line of the cornice by
making one or more of the compartments higher than the rest, forming
flat towers.

The Theddingworth organ [79] has an unbroken cornice, ^vhilst

those at Weybridge [82] and Stockcross [81] are examples of that

type of case in which the cornice is irregular—all of them, of course,

quite modern in construction though early in style. The Thedding-
worth instrument is one of the few in England provided with doors,

these appendages being here adorned with pictures of angels playing

^ This panel, which was for many years at Berlin, was specially men-
tioned as one of the art-treasures which must be given up to Belgium as a
partial reparation for Germany's innumerable and unforgetable acts of ruthless

and systematic destruction.
2 A reproduction of the picture accompanied by an interesting and sug-

gestive article by Mr. Clement Antrobus Harris, will be found in The Musical
Timet for January, iq2o.

3 An increase in the number of stops was the probable reason of a similar

overhanging of the front, but this form of " hang-over" would obviously

be later than the other.
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on musical instruments. The ogee-fonn of the tracery here em-

ployed was a characteristic feature of fourteenth century design in

England, but in the earliest organs the tops of the pipes would not

have been hidden by the tracery. The front pipes are gilt, with slight

decorations about their mouths, and a diagonal band painted in red,

blue, white and black. The central compartment contains five pipes ;

the other two, four each. The lower portion of the case is painted

dark green and reddish brown, with stencilled patterns in black and

white, with the text
'

' Sing praises unto the I^ord *' written along the

front under the impost. Above the impost the case is decorated in

white, red, light blue and gold. It was designed by the late Rev.

F. H. Sutton (Author of " Church Organs, their Position and Con-

struction "), who was vicar of the parish from 1864 to 1873, and about

whom I shaU have more to say later.

At West Tofts, Norfolk [80], is an altogether delightful little case,

suspended, with its tribune, from the north wall of the Chancel. The
upper portion is very simple in outline, consisting merely of a single

flat of forty -five plain pipes arranged so that they rake down from the

centre pipe (which is embossed) to either side. Above, and standing

clear of the tops of the pipes is a gable whose apex is crowned by a
composition of twisted pinnacles with crockets aiid finial.

On either side is a folding shutter bearing on its inner face a

picture. These pictures—there are of course two of them-—are said

to be by old Italian Masters.

The upper portion of the case projects slightly in front : at the

sides the overhang is considerable. The side brackets are worthy of

note, being of an elaborate and unusual shape.

Below the impost, and immediately above the keys, is an oblong
opening divided vertically into three sections. Of these the central

section contains seven pipes, while the other two are filled with brass

panels pierced with intricate traceried patterns. The music desk
is similarly made of pierced brass, while the same metal is most
efiectively used to form the ornamental bands which keep the front
pipes in position, and for the large, spreading hinges of the folding

doors.

Every detail seems to have been carefully thought out. Even
the front edges of the naturals belonging to the manuals are carved—
those of the swell displaying a series of ogee arches, and of the great a
similar series of arches with cusps. The reason for the somewhat
more elaborate form of the latter is that the keys of the Great are
thicker than those of the Swell.

The decorative scheme is admirable. The case itself is painted
green and red, and further enriched by stencilling and by a free use of
gilding.

The treatment of the tribune is more subdued, though equally
efEective. It is painted a light grey colour and decorated with light
green, red, and gold. Seven of the thirteen panels which compose
its front and sides bea,r painted figures of angels with musical in-
struments. The remaining six are covered with stencilled patterns.
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This charming composition is another of those cases which can be
directly traced to the Sutton influence. It was erected, presumably,
c. 1857, since it was in that year that the Chancel and Chantry were
built, and was almost certainly designed by Augustus Welby Pugin, the
architect responsible for the restoration of the Church. The work
of restoration was aompleted during the incumbency of the Rev.
Augustus Sutton, and the cost borne by members of the family of that
name—but chiefly by Sir John Sutton, who died June 6th, 1873, and
was buried at Bruges.

The case at Stockcross [81], probably by one of the Suttons, is

closely modelled on that in the Conventual Church at Sion, Switzer-
land (c. 1390) though it overhangs in front instead of at the sides, and,
being of plain oak, lacks the picturesque doors and elaborate colour
scheme of its prototype. The treatment of the outside of the gable
over the central flat and of the crestings of the two side towers, and
the arrangement of its front pipes are almost identical, but there is a
considerable variation in the carved tracery beneath the cornices, that
at Sion being much the lighter and richer of the two, while the under
edge of the gable differs from that at Stockcross in being quite plain.

The front of the Weybridge organ seems to have been modelled
on two ancient caseS'—the one in the Chapel of San Bartholome in

the Old Cathedral at Salamanca (c 1380) and the other in the Church
of San Petronio at Bologna (1470-5). In outline it resembles the
former, but in the arrangement of the pipes in its three towers and in

the treatment of its traceried pipe-shades (particularly in the en-

grailing of the lower edge of these to fit over the tops of the individual
pipes) it closely follows the design of the latter. (The ancient custom
of leaving the pipes their natural length is to be seen in the Salamanca
and Bologna examples but not at Weybridge, where the tops are cut
so as to present a symmetrical appearance. The pipes are of plain

metal, with gilt decorations about their mouths and tops. The case,

which is of oak, was designed by the late j\Ir. J. L. Pearson.

Still another early variety of case is the Ecchinswell one [83]

which is distinctive of its designer, the late Mr. G. F. Bodley. Its

front pipes, divided into three compartments, are of plain tjrpe-

metal. Its wood-work is painted red and decorated in gold, with

texts in red and black lettering on white scrolls. The pipe-shades

are of the simplest description, the carving being limited to the single

line of cresting above the cornices of the canopies.

Another of Mr. Bodley's cases is in the Church of S. John the

EvangeHst, Cowley Road, Oxford (the Church of the Cowley Fathers)

[86], This is a " hanging " organ, placed high up on the north wall

of the Church above the screen. It is rather more elaborate than the

Ecchinswell one, having more carved work about it. Its front pipes

are divided into four compartments, the two central ones being

separated by a weU-carved image of an angel. Being silvered, the

pipes show up well against the wood-work of the case—the latter

painted green with stencilled patterns at the side in a darker shade of

green, and with the pendant portion painted blue, the whole being
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relieved by a good deal of gilding. A graceful efiect is produced by
slightly curving the upper edges of the central portion of the cornice,

instead of malang them form a straight-edged V. It is not unlike

the beautiful little hanging organ in the nave of the cathedral at

Freiburg-im-Breisgau, built in 1515.
The next development was the sub-division of one or more com-

partments into two or more tiers, stories, or stages, of which an
example occurs as early as c. 1420, in the organ at San Pablo, Zaragoza.
Occasionally, the whole composition was thus divided into two well-

marked portions,^ as at the Cathedral at Zaragoza (1413). Here the

lower story consists of eight compartments—six of them containing

small pipes and the other two pierced tracery—while the upper story

is made up of five flats, three of which, standing higher than the others

and forming towers, are surmotmted by concave roofs, or steeples,^

with crocketed ribs and finials.

Another form of ornament—^triangular and semicircular pedi-

ments above the cornices of the towers—made its appearance in the

case of S. George's, Nordlingen (1466). In cases of later date these

pediments were frequently
*

' broken," as at Trinity College, Cambridge

[103] , and at Finedon Church [108]. More will be said on this pointwhen
dealing with cases of a later period.

A few words may here be said about the pipe-shades. When
describing the Theddingworth organ-case, it was mentioned that in

the earliest organs these shades, which were merely horizontal fringes

or bands of tracery, were kept clear of the pipe-tops. Very soon,

however, we find instances where they were made to follow, more or

less exactly, the rake of the latter,- while at least as early as 1413
(Zaragoza Cathedral) we find the tops of the pipes hidden by their

means. The design of the carved work on these shades was, of course,

determined by the prevailing architectural style of the period and
country.

The lower extremities of the pipes were, in all early examples,

placed so that they stood along the impost itself, and (a little later)

along other portions of the frame-work parallel with it.^

The lines, curved or straight, formed by the mouths of a group

of pipes were of necessity a f'^ature in the design of every case. At
first these lines were horizontal because the pipe-feet of each group

(at the Old Cathedral, Salamanca) or of all the groups (at Sion) were of

equal length. Very soon, however, they were made to form various

' This is the earliest known appearance of these steeples—the precursors

of the campaniles of the Renaissance period. Palma Cathedral, Majorca
{c. 1420), has five such steeples—one above each of its three towers and two
intermediate compartments. The organ-case at Dulwich College Chapel
has a steeple above each of its towers—three in all.

2 San Petronio, Bologna (1470) and its English understudy at Weybridge
have already been mentioned. The custom of leaving pipes their natural

length, and clear of the pipe-shades, lasted quite as late as 1657, the date

of the elaborate and beautifully contrived case at Sta. Maria di Carignano,

Genoa ; in fact it has never quite died out in Italy.

3 The earliest known instance of making the line of their feet form an
angle with the impost seems to have been S. John's, Luneburg {c. 1550). See
Framlingham [92] and King's College, Cambridge [96].
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angles with the impost, by making the foot either proportional to the
length of the pipe (Amiens, 1429) or inversely so (Zaragoza Cathedral).
The latter method was by far the most usual, and since the lines, or
curves, so formed generally proceeded in a direction contrary to those
of the lower edges of the pipe shades, the efiect was greatly enhanced.
Two of these methods can be seen in the case of the Stanford instrument
[94] and the third in that at Ecchinswell [S^], whilst all three are
combmed in the fine and elaborate case at Exeter Cathedral.

Sir Gilbert Scott's case at Nottingham [SS] would have been
enormously improved if the pipe-feet had varied inversely with the
length of their bodies. By this means a certain gauntness which is

especially noticeable about the pipes of the end towers and (to a lesser
extent) bracketed sides would have been avoided, and the one defect
of the composition remedied.

Both the usual forms of pipe-Up—those in which the upper lip
was pointed, or leaf-shaped, and those in which it was rounded
(generally termed the ' * French " shape)—were in use from the earUest
times. Renatus Harris was rather fond of employing two or three
different patterns in the same " front," as, for instance, at S. Mary,
lyambeth, and at S. Andrew, Undershaft. His pipe-lips were some-
times curiously elongated, deeply recessed, and yet so set that the
edges stood out from the bodies of the pipes. Father Smith, on the
other hand, almost always used leaf-shaped lips, and these of one
almost unvarj^ing pattern. The more ornamental types, such as may
still be seen on some of the larger pipes at Frauilingham Church [92]

,

do not appear to have been used until the early part of the sixteenth
century. This matter is referred to in Chapter IV.

Three methods of embellishing the front pipes—by gilding, by
diapering, and by embossing—were all in use in quite early times, and
were probably introduced in the order narr.ed. The front pipes of

the organs at Christ's College Chapel, Cambridge, and Finedon [108]

still retain their original colouring; whilst those at TewkesbuT>- [93]
and Stanford [94] are amongst the few remaining examples of the art

of embossing pipes as it was practised in pre-Restoration times. Some
of the displayed pipes in the ancient case at Old Radnor [91] are

likewise embossed, but these, together with the rest of the pipe-work

and mechanism, are quite modern. More recent examples of this

commendable style of decoration occur in the organs at Sunningdale,

Hoar Cross, Rugby (Holy Trinity), and Blenheim Palace Chapel.

Some of the pipes of the last-named are of elaborate and unusual

shape—copied from those at Gonesse (1508).

With no other means than those that have been mentioned,

namely, the vertical and horizontal sub-di\'ision of the front into

compartments and stories respectively, the hang-over at the sides,

the hinged-door or shutter, and the variet}^ obtained by different

methods of pipe arrangement and by the more purely ornamental

additions in the form of elaborately-wrought carving and painted

decoration, magnificent cases can be. and were, designed, of which

those of the Marien-Kirche, I^ubeck (1504), Barcelona Cathedral
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(1546), Tarragona Cathedral (1563) and the Church of Argentan (c.

1550) are probably the most splendid.

But long before the possibihties of this kind of case had been
exhausted, tiie resources at the disposal of the designer were in-

finitely increased by the adoption of an irregular plan of impost.
Thus we find V-shaped towers at Chartres Cathedral (1475),^ large

semicircular towers at the Marien-Kirche, Dortmund (c. 1480), and
a large three-sided breast at the Church at Wisel, near Cieve {c. 1490).

A few examples may now be taken, from the large number in

this country, to show how diverse are the forms which may be given
to a case of quite moderate dimensions, but with an impost of irregular

plan, without departing from the strict Gothic style.

A small but complete Gothic case of considerable charm, is to

be found above the stalls on the north side of the Chancel of the Chapel
of Jesus College, Cambridge [84]. It was built in 1849, and was the
gift of Sir John Sutton, fellow commoner of the college and elder brother
of the Rev. F. H. Sutton before mentioned. It was designed by
Pugin. It consists of two flats, of seven pipes each, separated by a
V-tower containing five larger pipes, and has overhanging sides and
hinged doors—^the inner sides of the latter covered with paintings of

angels playing upon musical instruments. The pipe shades and the

panels of the lower portion of the case are carved, and the whole is

painted in shades of red and decorated with gilt. The general efiect,

heightened by gold and colour, is in every way admirable.

At the west end of the same building is a newer and larger organ

[85] erected in 1887. Its elaborate case, added a few years later, is

decorated to match the chancel organ. It has two angels at the top

and carved wings at the sides, and was designed by Mr. Bodley.

It may be worth mentioning th^t both these ornamental appen-
dages had made their appearance on organ-cases not later than the end
of the fifteenth century, the Hombleux organ (c. 1500) being one of the

first known to display carved angels, whilst that at Strasbourg (1489)
seems to have been the earliest to have side-wings. The last named
adjuncts gradually superseded the picturesque folding doors, be-

coming in late Renaissance times much exe.ggerated in size.^

A still more ornate example of Mr. Bodley's work is to be found
in the Parish Church at S. Ives, Hunts, [Sy]. This organ is very
curiously and exceptionally placed above the screen, where it entirely

blocks out the view of the upper part of the Chancel. 3 The ingenious

way in which the organ-front is made to embody the Holy Rood with

1 This case was much enlarged in 1513 ia the Renaissance style. It is

generally considered to be excelled by one case only—that at Bois-le-Duc.
2 e.g. Aire-sur-la-Lys and Bruges (S. Sauveur). It is a curious fact that

the original design for the Strasbourg case (which is still preserved) shows a
painted, hinged door, outstretched on one side, and one of the present pierced
and carved wings on the other side—evidently for the sake of comparison
(See the Musical Times for September. 1910).

3 At Stratford-ou-Avon, where the organ is similarly situated—only in a
loft instead of on the screen—there is much more room above the arch, so
that the view of the chancel is not obstructed in the slightest degree.
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the attendant images of the Virgin and S. John is worthy of notice.
The wood-work of organ and screen is elaborately decorated in gold,
white, and red on a green ground, and the general effect is rich, though
with a tendency to gaudiness. The keys are not now contamed in
the tribune which overhangs the screen door, but are placed in a
detached console on the Chancel floor.

Sir Gilbert Scott's fine case at S. Mary's Parish Church, Not-
tingham [88] was another elaborate case with richly carv'ed pipe-
shades and wings, and brattished cresting above. Since it had to
occupy a comparatively small space on the north side of a somewhat
narrow Chancel it was made so that the upper portion of the case
considerably overhung the lower in front and at the sides. Owmg to its

position the excellencies of its design were not at once apparent, and
for the same reason, and because of its loftiness, a good photograph
was almost an impossibility if taken from below, as the accompanying
one had to be.

In 1913 a new Chapel was built on the south side of the Chancel.
This was purposely designed to hold the organ—partly in a loft over the
western entrance to the Chapel, and partly in a loft bet\veen this

building and the Chancel. Scott's case was then " adapted " to fit

into the first-named loft. How greatly it has suffered in the process
may be gathered from the fact that whereas the old case displayed
considerably over a hundred pipes, the new one shows but twenty-
nine.

In a descriptive booklet issued at the time of the re-opening (Llay,

1916) it is stated that
'

' under the direction of the arcliitect, Mr.
Temple Moore, the original case, designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, has been
skilfully adapted to the new requirements, so that with a comparatively
small amount of new work being added, the whole of the two separate
portions of the organ has been enclosed with handsome carved oak
work." Whilst admitting that the new case is quite admirable, it is

a matter of keen regret that the authorities of the Church did not see

their way to selling the old case intact to some other Church more
capable of appreciating what was probably the best of the many organ-
fronts designed by Sir Gilbert. Had this course been followed one of

our larger Churches would have been enriched by the acquisition of a

really beautiful case, while Nottingham would have gained and not lost,

for Mr. Temple Moore would have had the opportunity of exercising his

creative faculties to the full in the designing of an eniirely new case.

As it happened the course taken resultcxl in what was nothing less than
an act of vandalism.

The other case—between the Chapel and the Chancel—though
interesting, is not in Mr. Temple Moore's happiest vein. It is rather

too much like a box, which the grouping of the pipes into five fiats does

nothing to relieve. Tlie squareness of the case is rather emphasized
than not by the arrangement of the cornices of the fiv^e flats step-wise,

with the highest in the centre. More conmiendable are the carved

shades above the pipes, the carved wings (from the old organ) and the

way in which the upper part is made to overhang the lower in every

direction.
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The *

' back-front" lacks wings, and has less elaborate carving

than has the Chancel front. Otherwise the two are practically

identical.

At S. Alban's Cathedral [89] Mr. J._ O. Scott's well-designed

divided case stands against the wall, on either side, above the only
complete ancient Rood screen still remaining in England. The two
cases (which bear some resemblance to that at Strasbourg) are identical

except that the mouths of the pipes in the north case are leaf-shaped,

while those of the south are rounded-—a difference so minute that one
is inclined to wonder why it was made. The Cathedral is very Hght,

so that the case with its new oak and plain metal front pipes scarcely

shows to advantage—a matter which the flow of Time will set right.

In the spacious and lofty Church of S. Michael and All Angels,

Croydon [90], designed by Mr. Pearson, there is another fine double-

fronted case of Ivtr. Bodley's. The organ is splendidly placed in a

chamber over the north Aisle of the Chancel, with a i6ft. front (divided

into five flats) to the Transept, and an 8ft. front to the Chancel. The
latter front contains two large semicircular towers with several com-
partments of smaller pipes arranged in two tiers. The organist's

seat is immediately under the front pipes, in a tribune that projects

over the choir below him in the Chancel. Here, at least, is to be

found that ideal combination—a fine organ with a beautiful case,

situated in the best possible position in a Church with excellent acoustic

properties and no inconsiderable claims to architectural distinction.

Many other fine and interesting organ-cases could be dealt with,

did space permit, but at this point we must take up the tale of develop-

ment with the oldest cases now left in England—those which belong

to the pre-Restoration period.



CHAPTER III.

Existing Cases of the Pre-Restoration Period.

WHEN one remembers how sweeping was the destruction meted
out to this form of Church furniture during the Greiit Re-
bellion, and how mcmy cases (beautiful and otherwise)

suffered hiter on at the hands of the early Gothic revivalists, the
wonder is that a single one of these treasures should have been spared
to us. Those that are undoubtedly of this period are at least twelve
in number. Some of them (nuirked *) now stand in buildings other
than those for which they were originally constructed. They are :—

I. S. Stephen's, Old Radnor, c. 1500.

*2. S. I^awrence's, Appleby, before 1571.

3. Gloucester Cathedral--C7/oi> Case only, 1579. f^^^ remainder
dates from 1663-5.)

4. Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington—A Chamber
Organ formerly at Ightham Mote House, Kent, 1579.

5. Framlingham Church, Suffolk, c. 1580.

*6. Tewkesbury Abbey Church, c. 1580.

*y. S. Nicholas, Stanford-on-Avon, Northants, c. 1580.

8. King's College Chapel, Cambridge, 1605-6.

9. Hatheld House, Sunmier Drawing Room, 1611.

*io. S. Mark's, Old Bilton, near Rugby, 1635-6.

11. Dean Bargrave's organ at Canterbury Cathedral, 1629.

12. Blair Atholl Castle, N.B., 1650.

To complete the list five organs of foreign manufacture should be

addcMl :•

—

13. A Positive Organ from the Church at Santa Cruz, Madeira, c.

14. A Crerman Cabinet Organ, f. 1560.

*I5. A Cabinet Organ known as " Queen Elizabeth's organ," 1592.

*i6. A positive Organ of the sixteenth contuiy, probably of German
make, now in the possession of the Rev. V. W. Galpin.

17. A German Positive Organ, 1627.

Of the last five instruments the first two and the last-named

may be seen in the Victoria and Albert ]\Iuseum in company with the

old organ-harpichord from Ightham Mote House.
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The case of the organ at S. Stephen's, Old Radnor, [gi] is un-
doubtedly the oldest now remaining in these islands. It has been
exhaustively dealt with, and well illustrated, in the Rev. F. H. Sutton's
** Church Organs." In dimensions it is comparatively small, being
only 1 8ft. high, 9ft. 4in. wide, and 2ft. 6in. deep. Formerly a com-
plete wreck, bereft of mechanism and pipes, it was, in 1872, most care-

fully restored under the direction of Mr. Sutton and fitted with a new
instrument. The front has three V-towers, containing the larger

pipes, and two flats—each of the latter consisting of two tiers of small
pipes. The lower part of the front and the whole of the sides are

almost entirely covered with intricate and well-carved napkin-pattern
panels. In the upper portion of the front there is a good deal of rich

carving, particularly in the cresting. The latter, which extends
along the whole of the top, is debased in style but exceedingly effective,

consisting of a series of pinnacles, semi circles, and grotesque animals.

In addition to the usual Gothic feature of overhanging sides, this organ
had, and still has, an extension of the lower part of the case at the

back to contain the bellows.

The organ appears to have consisted originally of two manuals,
Great and Choir, with five and two stops respectively. The Great
stops were controlled by five levers placed at the east end of the organ,

(one of them can be seen in the accompanying illustration) while the

Choir stops were worked by levers projecting from the two slots shown
beneath the Keyboard in the panel to the left of the centre. Un-
fortunately all traces of the Choir levers (if such there were) disappeared

many years ago, whilst those belonging to the Great were removed
during the restoration of 1872 and were not replaced.

There is good reason for believing that the case and front pipes

of the organ now in use in the Church of S. Lawrence, Appleby, once
belonged to the

'

' one pair of organnes " which is mentioned in an
inventory of Carlisle Cathedral, taken in 1571. The Dean and Chapter

of the Cathedral, on the completion of their new organ in 1684, pre-

sented the old one to Appleby Church, where it has been ever since.

^

It was first erected in the west gallery, but in 1863 it was removed to a

chapel on the north side of the chancel. The case itself is painted and is

decorated with floral designs. Across the front, in gilt letters, is

inscribed the text " Glory to God in the Highest." The three semi-

circular towers are supported by large cherubs, while the cornices at

the top of the case are gilded, and there is a cherub's head at each

corner.

Mr. Hill states that the choir-organ case at Gloucester dates from

1579. It is certainly much older in style than the main case above it,

which was completed in 1666. The treatment of the tower cornices

of the two cases is very diSerent, those of the choir being surmounted

by cresting of an essentially English type. The carving on the pipe

' These particulars are taken from Mr. Nicholson's Account of the Organs
and Organists of Carlisle Cathedral, published in 1907. The description of

the case is from information kindly supplied by Miss Mary Ridge, organist

of Appleby Church.
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shades of the smaller case evidently served as a model for the corres-
ponding portions of the larger one. The tw^o cases blend exceedingly
well, and together from a front which is as excellent as it is typically
English.

The remains of a curious combination of organ and harpsi-
chord, formerly in the Chapel at Ightham Mote House, Kent, are
now preserved in the Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington.
The two instruments were playable either separately or in combination
from a single Keyboard. The harpsichord is fitted to the top of the
organ, the latter being encased in oak and shaped rather like a huge
chest. There are panels all round the sides separated from one
another by pilasters. The whole is decorated with colour and stucco
ornament, stamped and gilt. Strap work and medaUions \nth armorial
shields and crests also enter into the design. The organ bears the
inscription " Ludowicus Theewes me fecit 1579."

Dr. Rimbault mentions this instrument in his History of the Organ
only to dismiss it, on the autliority of Dr. W. B. Gilbert, as " either

the remains of an old barrel organ, or something of village manufacture,
certainly not dating beyond a century back." [i.e., c. 1760].^ There
is, however, no doubt about the antiquit}^ of this curious and interesting

relic.

The organ at Framlingham Parish Church, Suffolk [92], had, for

many years, a double case. The main case came from the Chapel of

Pembroke College in 1707, and is supposed to have been built

by Thamar in 1674. Here again there is some reason to believe that

an old case was used up to contain Thamar's new instrument, for its

style led both IMr. Sutton and Mr. Hill to ascribe it to the reign of

Henry VIII., though it is only fair to add that IVIr. Hill withdrew from
this position upon learning the dates given above. In the second

volume of his " Organ Cases," he has this to say, when dealing with

this particular instrument :—'

' It will be observed that old English

organs generally appear to be of a considerably earher date than is

really the case, showing the continuance of older architectural traditions

in organ building, after the styles had been more fully altered in regard

to other branches of artistic woodwork."
The chief features of this (main) oase are the unusual form of the

cornices of the three towers (two of them V-shaped, with a three-

sided central one) which with two intennediate flats constitute the

front ; the quaint way in which the said towers are supported (a

small full-length figure under each of the end towers and five scroll-

like brackets under the middle one) ; the two panels carved in

imitation of a groined interior ; the overhanging sides ; the Ciirving of

the pipe shades ; and the flowing diaper-pattern on the front pipes.

The small case which served as a screen to the playerwas originally

part of the front of a former organ in the Church, but whether of earlier

or later date than 1660, I am unable to say. It is almost oblong in

form, is filled with a large number of quite small dummy pipes (made of

wood) and some florid and well-executed canring. It can now be seen

' H & R., p. g8.
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at the back of the organ to which it has been nailed ! It is to be hoped
that before long it will be restored to its former and proper position in
front.^

Tewkesbury Abbey [93] possesses two organs, one of which is en-
closed in a beautiful case of great historical interest. The organ itself

was built by Harris (grandfather of Renatus Harris) for Magdalen
College Chapel, Oxford, in 1637, ^^^ seeing that the instrument con-
sisted of two manuals with thirteen stops, and that the amount paid
seems to have been only £40,^ there is some justification for thinking
that the case of a former organ was used. This theory is quite in

keeping with the style of the case, the details being very early
Renaissance in character and not at all inconsistent with a date as early

as c. 1580. The carving on the pipe-shades is very similar in design
to that at Stanford, next mentioned. There is a further resemblance
in that both instruments possess beautifully embossed pipes, but the
Tewkesbury one is more fortunate in that it is in good playing order
and in constant use in the services.

It was removed from Magdalen College to Hampton Court Palace,

by OHver Cromwell, and restored to the College in 1660. Here, after

repairs at the hands of Renatus Harris, chiefly in 1686, it was super-

seded by a new organ, and found a fresh resting-place on the screen at

Tewkesbury Abbey, in 1737. Since it has been at Tewkesbury it has
been rebuilt by Holland, in 1796, and, in 1848, by Father Willis. It

now stands on the south side of the Quire.

One of the chief treasures of the unrestored (and therefore un-
spoilt) fourteenth century Church of S. Nicholas, Stanford-on-Avon
(Northants) , is the unique organ-case which stands in a loft at the west
end of the Nave. [94] Unfortunately the whole of the mechanism is

in a state of complete and grievous wreckage, the only internal pipe

remaining being a large reed-pipe belonging to the " Bass Trumpet."
It has been in this unplayable condition for years. Though it con-

sists of but a single manual it has two cases, the smaller one, however,

merely serving as a screen to the player. This pseudo choir-case

consists of a single row of dummy wooden pipes, arranged in three

compartments, and painted to match the beautiful embossed and
decorated pipes in the main case above it, while its flat pipe-shades

are covered with stencilled patterns in cream, in lieu of the usual

carving. The smaller case blends well with the larger one, though

it is much less elaborate both in design and finish, and is most cer-

tainly a subsequent addition.

The three-sided central tower of the larger case is surmounted by a

crown placed over a mitre, which latter rests on a cushion with hanging

ribbons—these several emblems being effectively decorated in gold,

red and blue. Above each of the semi circular side towers stands

a quaint little angel blowing a trumpet, while underneath is a cherub.

The central tower is likewise supported b}^ two cherubs.

^ An illustrated account of the Framlingham Organ, written by Mr.

S. W. Harvey, was given in The Musical Times for November, 1919-
2 Compare this price with the £370 paid for that at King's College,

Cambridge.
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The case, which is of deal, was fonnerly painted. In the full

glory of its original colouring, its appearance must have been really
gorgeous.

There are legends that connect this organ with the old Palace
of Whitehall. One states that it was removed from Whitehall to
Stanford during the Commonwealth, while another (and more likely)

story is to the effect that it was presented by Charles II. to Sir Thomas
Cave, of Stanford, who set it up in the Church. The legends differ

as to its original home, one mentioning the Banqueting House and
the other the Chapel Royal. Though direct documentary e\'idence

is at present lacking, I have some grounds for believing that the organ
was originally in the Chapel Royal, that a choir organ was added
shortly before 1638, that it was " embezled " during the Common-
wealth, but recovered and set up in its original position in the Chapel
in 1660, and that, finally, about the year 1663 it was removed, together

with its loft, to Stanford, in order to make room for a new organ built

by Father Smith.

I am inclined to believe that it was this Stanford instrument
which Samuel Pepys refers to in his Diary shortly after the restoration

of the Monarchj^'

Dr. Hill dates this case c. 1625, but it is possibly much older than
that, and c. 1580 would, in all probability, be not very wide of the mark.

The Chapel of Kjbig's College, Cambridge, is divided into t^-o

portions, chapel and ante-chapel, by what is generally acknowledged
to be the finest Renaissance screen in this country, above which
stands a beautiful double-fronted organ [96 and 97]. Both fronts are

kept low in the centre in order not to obstruct the rista more than
necessary, the consequence being that the outlines are peculiarly

graceful. There is a choir organ case above the screen door in the

east, or Chapel, front, which consists of a central V-tower, t^vo semi-

circular towers, and two connecting flats, with a crown above each

of the semi circular towers. The main case above it is similar in

design, only the flats are much wider in proportion and the two end

towers are larger than semi circles. The latter are placed comer-

wise, have crowns on their summits and are supported by curious

bird-like men. The west front comprises two V-towers and seven

intermediate compartments, of which latter the central one slightly

projects. The two angels, with uplifted trumpets, which stand upon
the two large western towers are modern restorations of an old feature

in the design, the original angels having been supplanted early in the

I •• July 8th (Lord's Day) To White Hall Chapel. . . Here I heard

very good musique, the first time that ever I remember to have heard the

organs and singing-men in surplices in my life." In any event, the organ that

Pepys listened to was not the one built by Father Smith for the Chapel Royal,

as is generally, but erroneously, stated ; nor was it the one which that builder

made for the Banqueting House. For the former was not built till 1662-3,

the latter not till 1699. See below, page 4S, for further information about

the Banqueting House instrument ; and The Musical Times for November,

1911, for a fuller account of the one at Stanford.
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eighteenth century by two ghastly and cumbrous pinnacles.' The
small central flat is surmounted by a figure of King David with his

harp. The pipes of all the towers (in both fronts) have inverted shades
at their feet as well as the ordinary pipe-shades above, those above
being in some instances engrailed, that is, cut so as to fit each pipe—
a noticeable feature in later Renaissance work. The carving of these
shades is thrown into relief by a background painted green. The
front pipes, now gilt, were formerly embossed and coloured. The case

is of oak, dark, but by no means black, with age.

The carving is beyond praise. Every bit of it will repay separate

and close examination, especially the two little statues in niches facing

west.

The organ was originally built by Thomas Dallam, of London,
in 1605-6, at a cost of £214. The case, by Chapman and Hartop,
cost another £156. The instrument itself has been enlarged and
improved from time to time by Lancelot Pease (a Cambridge man
v/ho added the choir organ, and, possibly, the choir case, in 1661)

;

Thomas Thamar (of Peterborough) in 1675-6; Renatus Harris, in

1686-7-8 and again in 1710 ; Avery, in 1804 ; and on several subsequent
occasions by Messrs. Hill and Son.

The organ in the Summer Drawing Room at Hatfield House [95]
was probably built by T. Dallam, since that maker was paid for
*

' setting up and perfecting the great wind instrument at Hatfield
"

in 161 1. It was originally in the Chapel, and seems to have been a
present to Robert, Barl of Salisbury, the builder of the House.

The case is rather square but really very beautiful. It is divided

rather less than half-way up by the impost on which rest the two pillars

which support the overhanging cornice. Between these tv^^o pillars

the upper portion is divided into five flats of gilt pipes, of which those
in the three central compartments stand higher than the two end ones.

There are carved and gilt pipe-shades beneath as well as above the pipes.

The sides and lower portion of the front are panelled with much inlaid

work, while the whole case is richly decorated in black, white, colours

and gold.

In the years 1635-6 a new one-manual instrument with its case

was built by Robert Dallam (a son of the Thomas Dallam who had
built the King's College organ) for S. John's College Chapel, Cambridge.
It contained six stops and cost £185. Thamar, who had charge of the
instrument after the Restoration, probably added the choir-organ

case.^ The organ underwent repairs from time to time, and was rebuilt

and considerably enlarged, in 1838, by Hill. In 1868 the organ was
still further enlarged, preparatory to its being removed into the

new Chapel, and at this period both the cases were discarded. The
^ Similar pinnacles were formerly very common, e.g., at Gloucester,

Worcester, Christchurch Priory Church, etc. Few now remain.
2 The curved plan of the two curtains of pipes which connect the three

towers of this Choir case seems to point to a somewhat later date, but extracts
from the College account books prove that in the year 1669 there were either

two cases (great and choir) or two distinct and separate organs.
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old Dallam case was purchased by the late Rev. R. O. Assheton, who
had it restored, fitted ^^ ith a new instrument, and set up at S. Mark's,
Old BUton, near Rugby [98J, of which church he was Rector. Here,
the case projects from the north wall of the Chancel above the key-
boards, the organ being placed in the vestry behind. Mr. Sutton,
who superv^ised the fitting of the case to its new position v^'as re-

sponsible for the " hang-over" of the front and for the three
*

' spirettes" which adorn the cornices of the towers. A slight adjust-

ment of the ends of the case was also effected. This rectified an un-
fortunate alteration of 1838 and restored the front to its original shape.

The Tudor Rose and Portcullis embodied in the pipe-shades aie badges
emblematic of the Lady Margaret, foundress of S. John's College.

The case is of oak, picked out with gilt, and the front pipes (which

have rounded and gilded mouths), are of plain metal. The general

effect is at once refined and dignified.^

During the cleaning of a room over the Cathedral Treasury at

Canterbury in 1910, the workmen came across the remains of a small

organ which is undoubtedly the one which the Dean and Chapter

bought for the use of the Dean (Dr. Isaac Bargrave) in 1629, at a cost

of £22. It probably stood in the Dean's Chapel (destroj-ed in 1651)

and was apparently lost sight of for some two hundred and fifty years.

Pipes, keyboard, and bellows, have entirely disappeared, but the oak

case, with its folding doors, still remains, as well as the sound-board

and some of the action. There appear to have been eight stops, four

on either side of the keyboard, but only four of these remain. These

are all on the left side, and consist of iron levers, which work by being

moved from left to right.

In the centre of the panel of each of the case-<loors is a coat of

arms, on the right that of Christ Church, Canterbury, and on the left

that of Dean Bargrave.

This interesting relic, having been carefully cleaned, has now

found a home in the Cathedral Library. Its dunensions are—

height, 2ft. 2jm. ; width, 3ft.; and depth, 2ft. ito. ; but the carved

oak stand upon w^hich the instrument is mounted brings the total

height to 4ft. 7in., to which another tw^o or three inches should be

added for the fc^t of the stand, since these have rotted off.'

The curious old organ at Blair Atholl Castle, N.B., made by J. L.

[John Loosemore] in 1650 has very little in the way of case-work,

^ The Choir case, similarly fitted with a new organ, found a home in

Brownsover Church, a mile or two the other side of Rugby, where its;othcr-

wise charming appearance is somewhat spoilt by some modern carving

which was added to its lower portion. The original organ (much enlarged)

at S. John's College was provided with new cases in i88«. These are Gothic,

and were designed by Mr. J. O. Scott. Their effect is excellent. A fuller

history of the organs in S. John's College Chapel will be found in The Musical

Timet for September, 1913.
. , ^. ^ . ^ ^ ^ r xu-

2 For the above information I am mdebted to a short account of this

organ by the Rev. C. E. Woodruff, in the Cantevbx4ry Diocesan Gazette for

January, igii. Can there be more of these old instruments stored away in

forgotten lumber rooms of our greatei churches ?
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though originally it had an ornamental cover which would almost
certainly be carved. It is illustrated in the Rev. F. W. Galpin's
" Old English Instruments of Mtmc." All its pipes are of wood.

Of the four pre-Restoration organs at South Kensington the sole

English example (Ightham Mote House) has already been described.

Of the other three the oldest is a Spanish organ which was formerly

in the Church of Santa Cruz, Madeira. It is enclosed in a box-like

case painted green, with carved and gilt pipe-shades to its three com-
partments of front pipes. (These pipes are wooden dummies). There
are folding doors, or shutters to the case. Excluding the cornice and
the bellows the dimensions of the instrument are 3ft 6in. wide by
ift. 7in. deep by 3ft. gjin. high. Much of the work is of a rather

crude description.

The German Positive dated 1627 is of a similar shape but somewhat
smaller (2ft. 2 in. wide by iiin. deep by 2ft. iiin. high—base and cornice

extra) and of vastly superior workmanship. The front pipes are

arranged semitonally in one row, the longest (about 2ft speaking

-

length) being on the extreme left and the shortest on the extreme right
'
—^twenty-one in all. Above the tops of the pipes is a triangular pipe-

shade of stamped leather, stretched on a frame and beautifully coloured

and gilded. There is some open-work carving at the sides (to let out
the sound) some strap-carving along the cornice and a characteristic

cresting along the top, while two hinged doors, one on either side,

contribute not a little to the general effect. The inner faces of these

doors are exquisitely painted, the one with a picture of Abraham
offering up Isaac, the other portraying Abraham, Hagar and Ishmael.

The bellows are detachable, so that when they are removed
the organ can be carried about by means of a couple of stout handles.

There are three stops (Stopped Diapason, Principal and Fifteenth)

controlled by three wooden handles fixed direct to the sliders. All the

pipes are of paper.

An older German Chamber Organ, c. 1560, in the same collection,

is in the form of a very elaborate cabinet with marquetry of various

woods. All the pipes are hidden, indeed the keys and the foot-blower

are the only visible signs that it is an organ at all, and these are not
easily discernible. The upper portion is covered in with folding

doors.

Mr. Galpin's Positive Organ is also of German make. It has one
flat of front pipes symmetrically arranged, but no shutters. The
bellows which are now placed above the case were originally attached

to the back.

A curious Positive of beautiful design and finished workmanship
deserves a few words, though it is a chamber instrument, pure and
simple. It is of Flemish origin and was constructed by E. Hofiheimer
in 1592—apparently for the Earl of Montrose, whose arms and
monogram are worked into the exquisite carving. All the pipes

are of wood : each is elaborately carved so as to resemble a Scotch
thistle. There is nothing to show that this organ ever belonged to

Queen Elizabeth, though it may have been the property of Princess
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Elizabeth, daughter of Charles I., seeing that it was in the Isle of
Wight—where the Princess died—for so many years. It was on view
at the Music Loan Exhibition, held at Fislimongers' Hall in July, 1904.

From documentary and other evidence which has been preserved
I am convinced that the destruction which was meted out to ancient
organs during Cromwellian times was not nearly so complete as has
been generally assumed. Occasionally an instrument escaped intact
and undamaged. Sometimes the pipes alone were taken. Even
when the damage to the mechanism was irreparable there are many
instances on record where the cases were left with only such dis-

figurement as w^ould be expected after a mob of unruly soldiers and
civilians had finished their scramble for " souvenirs."

Moreover, it is never safe to assume that the date when a new
organ was erected must of necessity be the date of its case. Whenever
possible an old case was preserved and adapted to its new requirements.

For these reasons the number of organs and organ-cases which
survived the period of the Commonwealth was considerably larger than
was at one time supposed, but all, except those above named, seem to
have met with an evil fate at one time or another That which stood
on the north side of the Quire in Old S. Paul's fell a victim to the flames
which destroyed the Cathedral during the Great Fire of 1O66. It had
a Gothic case with a crocketed gable and hinged doors, or shutters.

Another late example of an old English organ provided with folding

doors was the one built by Robert Dallam for Jesus College, Cambridge,
in 1634.^ Renatus Harris seems to have retained the case when he
repaired or rebuilt the instrument in 1688. In the course of the next
century the organ was allowed to get into a state of disrepair. In

1790, after a period of disuse it was given to Old All Saints' Church,
Cambridge, where it remained till that Church was destroyed in 1864.

In that year the organ itself seems to have been finally broken up.

A description of the remains of an ancient organ at Tong Church,
which appeared in the Gentleman s Magazine for 1789 (p. 896) is worth
quoting in full. It is from a letter written by " Observator " to
" Mr. Urban"—

" In the Parish Church at Tong (once collegiate) in Shropshire,

the gallery over the entrance to the choir is yet unremoved, and the

organ-case remains, with little more room than was sufficient for the

player. This organ, to judge by what is left of it, seems the most
ancient of the sort that has come under my observation, which, for the

entertainment of your musico-mechanic r*^aders, I shall endeavour to

describe. And first the case. It is in the true Gothic, with pinnacles

and finials, after the manner of ancient tabernacles, and very like the

one just finished and erected in Lichfield Cathedral,^ only on a smaller

^ See page i8, note i. The organ was taken down in 1642-3 and set

up again at the Restoration.
2 The Lichfield organ, by Green, 1789, was a poor thing to look at, but

as Dr. Hill remarks in his Orqan Cases and Orpana of the Middle Ages avd
Renaissance (Vol i p. 4)

" Observator's knowledge of Architecture would
hardly be sufficient to enable him to distinguish between original and Georgian

Gothic."
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scale. Now as to the other parts. The keys are gone but the sound-
ing board remains, and is pierced for one sett of pipes only, seemingly
an open diapason, whether of metal or wood could not be determined,

there being not a single pipe left ; from the apparent positions and
distances, I presume they were of metal. I perceived no registers or

sliders for other stops, and observed the compass to be very short—
not more than forty tones in the whole. The bellows were preserved

in a lumber room near the vestry, doubled winded, without folds, and
made with thick hides, like unto a smith's or forge bellows."

An earlier account, written in 1763, speaks of these relics as " a
piece of antiquity hardly to be parallelled in the whole kingdom.
The organ was small, but the case of oak is very neat, and of a pretty

Gothic Fashion."

A writer in The Wilts Magazme of 1855 (p. 312) drew attention

to the remains of an ancient pair of organs which
'

' are, or were until

lately, preserved in the Church of Wingfield, SufEolk," whose longest

pipe was a wooden one about five feet long.

The famous organ, built by Robert Dallam, in 1632, for York
Minster, lasted till 1829, in which year it was destroyed by a fire which
did considerable damage to the interior of the Minster. Three others

by various buHders were superseded at various dates, namely, that at

Christ's College, Cambridge, about the year 1706 ; that at S. John's

College, Oxford, in 1766 ; and that at Lincoln Cathedral, in 1826.

Many others unden\'ent similar experiences, but lack of space forbids

even mention of them here.



CHAPTER IV.

1660—1790.

THE numerous cases of organs which have been erected in

England since the Restoration may, for our purpose, be
divided into two groups, corresponding, roughly, with the

periods from 1660 to c. 1790, and from c. 1790 to the present time. The
first of these periods, which commenced with man}* extremely fine

Renaissance cases, ended most ingloriously, after a long period of

decline in workmanship as well as in design, with a large number of

wretched specimens in the debased Gothic st^de, whose appearance
suggests a combination of sanctified smugness and shabby gentility such
as no other period of Church Architecture in England has ever
equalled. The second period owes nmch to the Gothic Re\'ival. which
was a crusade against the debased and crudely complacent erections

which had long usurped the name of Gothic. Its originators founded
their methods upon a careful study of ancient examples, and the training

of skilled workmen in the lost art of carding. Like all other revolu-

tionary^ movements, its earl}' achievements were unfortimately marred
by the irreparable damage ^^Tought by its all-too-eager disciples, but
whatever their mistakes—and they were not few—it is to the Gothic

Revival that we owe not only our more intimate knowledge of the

purer Gothic forms, but a proper recognition and appreciation of the

best architecture of all styles and all periods. With Enghsh organ-

cases of this second group we have already partly dealt in Chapter II.

We shall return to them in Chapter V.

Considering that the building, repairing and tuning of Church
organs had been suspended for nearly twenty years, it is surprising

to find how many organ builders were pK'ing their trade immed-
iately after the return of the Merr>- ^lonarch. Amongst tliem were

the three sons of old Thom.is DaU:jn—Robert, Ralph and George

—

James W^hite (partner of, and successor to the last-named), Preston of

York, Thamar of Peterborough, Lancelot Pease of C.mibridge, Robert

Hay\vard of Bath, Robert Taunton of Bristol, and John Loosemore of

Exeter.

Through the kindness of my friend, Mr. S. W. Harve>', I am
able to reproduce photographs of the beautiful and remarkable designs

for the cases of the organ built by Lancelot Pease, of Cambridge, for

Canterbury Cathedral, in 1662-4 [100 and loi].' The originals are sepia

^ Particulars of this instrument will be found in Mr. H. H. Battley's

article in The Organist and Choirniaster for August, igoS, and, more fully, in

Mr. Harvey's booklet on Canterbury Cathedral Organs reprinted from Tkf

Musical Times for October, 1916.
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drawings, the work of one George WoodrofEe whose name appears in

both drawings in the writing of the period.

Pease's agreement shows that the organ consisted of two manuals,
Great and Choir, with thirteen and six stops respectively. The dimen-
sions of the cases were —Great case, i6ft. wide by 23ft. high ' * to the
upperpart of theCornish"; Choir case, 7ft. wide by 9ft. high by 3ft. deep.

The cost was £650 and the old Pre-Restoration organ, which had been
badly damaged but not destroyed in 1642 by soldiers under the com-
mand of Colonel Sandys, and which had been made playable, in some
manner, shortly after the Restoration of Charles II.

Pease's organ was placed on the north side of the Quire, over

the stalls, and, though the interior was replaced, or at least renewed,
by subsequent builders, here it remained till it was superseded by
Green's unsightly organ of 1784.^

This unique design may be cited in further support of Dr Hill's

remarks on the survival of the older architectural styles in Enghsh
organ-case designs. (See above, under Framlingham).

The case of the famous organ which John Loosemore built for

Exeter Cathedral in 1665, still remains in its original position on
the screen, though the two detached towers of pipes which stood against

the piers at either end of the screen were, unfortunately, taken away
some years ago. These contained the longest pipes ever made in

England imtil the introduction of pedal pipes, the largest one being

2oft. 6in. speaking length. These pipes were of tin, and the towers

which th«y formed were finished off with cornices similar to those on
the main case , which lay between them. When these large towers were
destroyed, all the other front pipes, which were also of tin, and many
of which were beautifully embossed, were melted down. Notwith-
standing these vandalisms, the case presents several points of interest,

amongst which may be mentioned the treatment of the central flat

tower of the east front, in which the middle pipe of the five which com-
pose it is made to project be^^ond the others—the V-shaped additions

to both bracket and cornice thus rendered necessary, adding con-

siderably to the effect. The end towers of this front are larger than
semi circles, while all three towers of the west front are semi circular.

In both fronts the intermediate spaces are divided into tiers, but
whereas the lower tiers are very similar, and both fronts have small

circular compartments in the second stage, the east front has ad-

ditional features in the form of two small towers placed high up between

the circular compartments and the outer towers. There are small

cases to each side—the original choir case facing East while a similar

one, containing the Solo organ, faces West. The latter is a com-
paratively recent addition. The instrument, which has overhanging

sides, has a commanding appearance. The pipe-shades are cut so as

to fit each pipe separatel5^ Perhaps the only points that can be

urged against this splendidly executed, and in all other respects, finely

I Green's organ was the first and last instrument ever placed on the
screen at Canterbury. It was removed to the South Triforium of the Quire,

and completely hidden from view, in 1827.
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designed case, are that the caps of the two circular towers of its east
front are rather too heavy, and the two diminutive towers somewhat
fussy.

Within a year or two of the Restoration of Charles II. the English
builders above enumerated were joined by Thomas Harris and his
son Renatus (son and grandson, respectively, of the Harris who had
built the organ now at Tewkesbury, already described), both of whom
had been living and working in France for some years, and by the most
celebrated of all these old craftsmen, Bernard, or Father Smith, a
German. Smith, who brought over with him his two nephews, Gerard
and Christian, seems always to have had plenty of work, but the
Harrises were not so fortunate until the death of Robert Dallam,
in 1665, and of his brother Ralph, in 1672, whereafter Renatus Harris
became Smith's most serious rival.

The cases of these two celebrated builders form a class by them-
selves, and will be so considered.

Sir John Sutton, writing in 1847,' says:—" The cases which
were built by Schmidt, in the latter part of the seventeenth century,
are far better than anything that has been built since, for although
the detail is not ecclesiastical, still the old form is kept up, and the
general appearance is the same as those erected in Germany and
Flanders, from the latter end of the sixteenth century, and the canned

work is bold, and consists only of open work panelling in imitation of

foliage and flowers, with large angels' heads, and at the present time,

with the assistance of a hundred and sixty years, they really look vciy
venerable, especially \\'hen they have diapered pipes, which is the case

in the Durham Cathedral organ, and some others. . . ."

" The cases of Harris are much more elaborate than those o*

Schmidt, and many of the details are those which were in common
use in fitting up the apartments of the court and nobility of France

,

during the reign of Louis the Fourteenth ; wreaths of flowers and

indelicate fat cupids, by way of angels, with drapery used for every

purpose but to cover their nakedness. It is needless to comment
further on such ornaments, as it must be evident to ever\^one that,

to say the least of them, they are very much out of place in a Church,

and offensive to the feelings of right-minded persons."

This criticism, though not altogether umnerited, is rather less

tham just to Renatus Harris and his father. Several of their in-

struments have (or had) overhanging sides, amongst which those at

S. Lawrence Jewry, and at S. Andrew Undershaft [106] may be

named, whilst if the angels reclirung above the cornices of the flats

of the noble case at All Hallows, Barking [105]. would be more ac-

curately described as " Graces," that distinction ought also to be con-

ferred upon the two denizens of the U])per regionswho were similaily

situated on the old case of Father Smith's at the Temple Church

(removed in 1842, when the present Gothic case was substituted for it).

Moreover, a large number of Harris's cases never possessed these

I In " A Short Account of Organs Built in England '* (published anony-

xiiously)^pp. 96-7.
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angels, graces, or cupids (call them what one will), and though it is

true that many of the carved emblems are not of an ecclesiastical

character, yet, in common with those of Smith, the modest and
dignified proportions of the cases, with their massive cornices, gilded

pipes and excellent carving, go a long way to make up for any in-

discretion in the choice of ornamental detail.

If we may rely on an engraving of the Temple organ preserved in

Godwin's London Churches (1818) this case presented the rather un-
usual feature of rounded towers, larger than semi circles, placed at the

angles. It is probable, however, that the drawing is faulty in this

respect, and that the side towers were of the usual semi circular type.

The treatment of the carving on the caps of the three towers was
similar to that on the smaller organ, by the same builder, still to be
found in Manchester Cathedral.

In many respects the cases of Smith and Harris were similar. In

all but their very smallest instruments they used from two to four

towers, separated from each other by flats, and so arranged that there

was always a tower at either end and never a flat. Moreover their

flats were almost invariabty real flats and not curtains, i.e., the pipes

contained in them stood in a vertical plane, parallel with the impost,

and not in curves. The only departure from this rule that I can call

to mind was in the Choir Case of the SaHsbury organ [55].

Then it was quite a common practice to divide a flat compartment
horizontally into two stories, no less than one third of their existing

cases being so treated. The grouping of two or more flats alongside each

other was, however, extremely rare, so that I can only refer to the four

following instances. The first two are by Smith, the others by Harris.

1. Pembroke College Cambridge

—

Choir Case. (1707), [52]
Here are two towers (each with five pipes) separated from each

other by two panels of pipes. These panels are not very skilfully

managed though the general effect is good. A curious feature is

that some of the pipes have the extreme ends of their feet bent back
so that they may fit into holes bored in the front edge of the sound-
board.

2. Manchester Cathedral—The Smaller Organ, (c. 1684).

This instrument stood on the Quire screen, facing east, till 1861.
It was formerly played from the back, but during a reconstruction
subsequent to its removal from the screen the keyboard was trans-
ferred to the usual position in front.

There are two semicircular towers of five pipes each, a central

flat (or quasi-tower) of three pipes, and two connecting flats of smaller
pipes. Under each of the latter is a well-carved trophy of musical
instruments, and under each tower a winged cherub. There was
formerly a cherub's head with outstretched wings above each tower
as well as above the central flat, but the latter alone now remains.
The outline of the case is not unlike that of the one next spoken of.

3. S. Katherine's, I^ittle Bardfield, Essex. [99].

This organ is locally ascribed to Harris, and is said to have come
from Jesus College, Cambridge. It still retains most of its original

pipes, including a Mounted Cornet of four ranks. This cornet is

placed beneath the sound-board—a curious and, so far as I am
aware, unique position.
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A careful and conservative restoration was effected some years
ago but the organ was not in any way spoilt. It is now what it was
always—a perfectly charming example of its type and period.

4. Worcester Cathedral

—

Nave Front (1666).
Similar to the last two but on a larger scale, and with a figure

instead of pipes in the central compartment.

Two cases by Harris call for mention at this point on account of the
exceptional treatment of their central compartments.

1. All Hallows. Lombard Street, E.C. (1695). [102]
This organ has two large semicircular towers with five pipes in

each. The space between them is divided into two stories, the lower
of which is occupied by a rectangular frame of carving with a large
circular opening in which are displayed twenty-seven small pipes.
The upper storey consists of a small semicircular tower with five
pipes, flanked by two flats with fourteen pipes each.
The carving is rich and excellent, though the designer was not

inspired when he decided upon the circular flat, nor in his treatment
of the cornice above the three upper compartments. But it is a
fine case despite these faults.

2. S. Clement, Eastcheap. (1709).
Here is a case obviously modelled on the one at All Hallows, but

much more restless and far less successful. The space between
its two large semicircular towers is divided into no less than six
flat compartments, namely, a small three-piped flat tower in
the upper part of the case flanked by a double-storied flat on either
side while underneath, forming a separate stage of its own, is a large
oval-shaped opening containing thirty-three pipes.
There are thus three stories to the central portion of this case

—

the only instance known to me amongst the works of these two
builders.

There is less carving on this case than on the one at All Hallows'
and such carving as there is is not so well done.
The front pipes of both organs are now painted and decorated.

Neither Smith nor Harris seems ever to have divided up his towers
in any way.* When the case conti^ined four towers each tower gener-

ally consisted of three pipes : when there were but three towers the
usual numl^er of pipes was five, though occasionally onl}' three were
allotted to the central tower. The towers thus required from twelve
to fifteen of the longest pipes of the open Diapason—roughly speaking,

about an octave—so that by paying attention to the proportionate

heights of the cornices, and by the use of carved pipe-shades, symmetry
was attained without undue recourse to the process of slotting the

backs of the pipes. When the organ contained two open Diapasons
the necessity of slotting was reduced to a minimum if it was not

obviated altogether.

The most usual form of tower was the semi circular. Flat towers

and V. -shaped towers were less used. At Gloucester Cathedral, the

central tower of the east front is almost identical in treatment with

' An early and rare example of a two-storied tower can be seen at S.

Mary's Stafford, where the original case of John Geib's organ of 1790 now
forms the cast front of the present instrument. The central tower contains

nine pipes in each of its two stages : the side towers, with live pipes each, are

not divided. The case is very interesting and unusual : it would have been
a fine one if the connecting flats had been more skilfully contrived.
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the central tower of the east front of Exeter Cathedral, already de-

scribed. The main case was added by T. and R. Harris in 1665-6,

and is one of the most beautiful to be found in any of our Cathedrals.

The small choir case has already been mentioned.

Certain cases which have (or had) one or more V towers are set

out below :

—

A small V-tower in the centre and two large semicircular towers at tha
ends, each tower containing five pipes unless otherwise stated

—

1. Gloucester Cathedral

—

West Front (Harris, 1665).
The central tower has seven pipes.

2. Emmanuel College Chapel, Cambridge

—

Choir Case (Smith, 1686).

3. S. Sepulchre, Holborn Viaduct

—

Main Case (Harris, c. 1670).

4. S. Nicholas (now the Cathedral), Newcastle-on-Tyne. (Harris c.

1676). [54]
5. Chichester Cathedral (Harris, 1678).

The three last-named cases were practically identical in design.

A noticeable feature, and one to which Harris seems to have been
very partial, was a large curved pediment which occupied the whole
of the space between the two end towers above the flats. This
pediment was broken in the centre by the projection of the central

tower.

Only a few fragments of the Chichester case were left after the
fall of the central tower of the Cathedral. These remains were worked
into the present case by the architect and organ-builder, Dr. A. G. Hill

The other two Harris cases have been enlarged, and will be referred to

further on.

A large semicircular tower placed centrally, and two V-towers,

each tower containing three pipes :—

6. Christ's College Chapel, Cambridge (1705).

7. Pembroke College Chapel, Cambridge

—

Main Case. (1707).

These are two more Smith organs. Each had overhanging
sides, but at a recent restoration the front of the former instrument

was brought forward over the keyboards. The effect of the over-

hanging sides was to some extent kept by the addition of a flat wing
of pipes to either side. These latter are set back at the same level as

the body of the case. It struck me that alterations were very
judiciously contrived and carried out.

The same, but with five pipes in each tower :

—

7. S. Mary, Walton-on-Thames. (Smith ?).

Amongst the few organs with one or more flat towers may be
instanced the following :

—

1. Trinity College, Cambridge [103] (Smith 1708 finished by Shrider).

Till 1870 the Main Case consisted of four towers and three flats,

Of these the two inner towers were semicircular and contained,
three pipes each while the two flanking towers (of five pipes) were
flat. There are now six towers. The Choir Case has a flat tower at

either end joined to a centrally placed semicircular tower by means
of a flat. Each tower displays five pipes.

2. All Hallows, Barking. [— ] (Harris, 1675-7).
This is a case with a large flat tower in the middle, two double-

storied flats, and two half-roimd towers.
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3. S. Mary the Virgin (University Church), Oxford. (Smith, 1675-6
Back, or East Front.
Here are three flat towers and two double-storied flats. All the

pipes are dummies, and of wood.

4. S. Paul's Cathedral, London. (Smith, 1697).
Front, Back, and Choir Cases consisted of a central flat with a flat

tower (five pipes) on either side. This splendid composition is more
fully described later on iu this chapter.

5. West Walton Church, Norfolk (Smith).
This case, now unfortunately destroyed, was similar in outline
to that at S. Paul's, though much le.«5S ornate.

The majority of cases by Smith and Harris contained three towers.
Of their twin-towered cases only seven appear to have survived , of which
six have been referred to above, viz., Pembroke College, Cambridge
(Choir Case) ; Manchester Cathedral ; Little Bardfield

; Worcester
Cathedral; S. Paul's Cathedral; and West Walton. The seventh,
by Harris, can be seen at the Church of S. Edmund, King and Martyr,
Lombard Street, E.C., where a central flat of seventeen pipes is bounded,
on either hand, by a semicircular tower of five pipes. The three
compartments are contained under a single curved pediment whose
base-line is broken towards the centre. There is, indeed, only enough
of the latter to form caps for the two towers, so that the latter have
the appearance of columns supporting the pediment. W^ien, in 1880,
the organ was brought down from the west gallery a repHca of this

unique case was made. The twin-fronts stand side by side on the
north wall of the Church.

Of any four-towered cases that may have been made by Harris
not a single one seems to be known, for the organ which he built for

Winchester Cathedral in 1693 was placed in the two cases of the pre-
vious organ, which had been made b}^ Thamar in 1665-6.^

Father Smith's four-towered cases are fairly numerous, and at

east six of them are in existence to-doy :

—

1. Trinity College Chapel Cambridge (1708) [103]. See above.
2. Durham Cathedral.—Two Fronts. (1683).

3. S. Clement Danes, Strand, (c. 1690).

Nos. 2 and 3 had four rounded towers and three double-storied flats

Parts of the Durham case are said to be still preserved in the Tri-

forium. The case at S. Clement's has been enlarged in recent years
4. S. James's. Garlickhithe, E.C. (1697).

Somewhat similar in outline to Nos. a and 3. but has a lofty
curved pediment placed right across the three middle compartments,
with a crown and two mitres above this. A pair of Angels mounted
well above the side towers, and a large cockle shell (emblem of S.

James) in front of the pedimental structure are noticeable features

'This was " a fair substantial good and perfect double organ," con-
sisting of " a fair great organ and a choir organ," and containing fourteen
stops. The main case had four towers and three doublc-storicd flats. The
inner pair of towers (segmental) were each surmounted by an angel ; the outer
pair (V-shaped) each by an heraldic animal bearing a shield. Each tower
held three pipes. Behind the organist was a choir case with three towers.
This fine double case stood over the stalls on the north side of the Quire from
1666, the date of its erection, tUl 1825, when it was ousted by Edward Blore's

unfortunate creation "in the Gothic style."
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The towers and lower flats are quite worthy of Father Smith,
but the upper flats and the super-structure generally are not quite
so good, being additions to the original design, and the work of John
Knopple in 1 719. As left by Father Smith it was, I am convinced,
practically identical in design with the six cases nest mentioned.

5. Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford—Two Fronts, (1680).

6. S. Mary the Great (University Church) Cambridge {1697).

7. The Banqueting House Chapel Royal, Whitehall (1699) [104].

8. S. Michael's, Bridgetown, Barbados (1699).

9. S. Margaret's, Leicester.

10. Eton College Chapel—Two Fronts, (c. 1700).

The last six closely resemble each other. Each had four rounded
towers (three pipes), and three single flats.

No. 7 was removed to the Church of S. Peter ad Vincula, Tower of
London, in 1890. Nearly all writers on English organs have de-
scribed it as the first instrument built by Father Smith upon his
arrival in this country in 1660, but this is utterly erroneous. Father
Smith's first organ was built in 1662-3 (not 1660) and was burnt in
the fire which destroyed the old Chapel Royal in 1698. It was then
that the Banqueting House was fitted up as a Chapel and the organ
in question set up.^

No. 8 was replaced by a new instrument in 1785. It seems to
have been damaged by a hurricane and earthquakes in 1780.2

No. 9 is now in Bishop Street Wesleyan Church, Leicester. No.
10 found a home at Hawkesyard Park, Rugeley, Staffs, where it was
used to enclose another organ, the pipe-work of which was largely
by Samuel Green.

So great was the variety obtainable by adopting various com-
binations of the three forms of towers above mentioned, namely, semi-

circular, V-shaped, and fiat, with different treatment of the inter-

mediate fiats, cornices, pipe-shades, etc., that it is safe to say that where
a repetition of a design is to be met with—as in the six cases last re-

ferred to —it was at the express wish of the client and not because the
designer had come to the end of his resources.

Harris's instrument at S. Nicholas {now the Cathedral), Newcastle-

on-Tyne, was a curious instance of a double duplication, its front

bearing a close resemblance to that at S. Sepulchre's, Holbom Viaduct,

and its back being similar to that at S. Andrews's, Holborn—two
churches within a few hundred yards of each other, where the organs

were also by Harris. The " back front," which now faces into S.

George's Chapel, was not completed till 1710'—more than thirty years

after the other had been set up.

The chief front was most skilfully enlarged in 1891 in accordance

with designs prepared by the Cathedral Architect, the late Mr. R. J.

Johnson. The additions consist of two i6ft. towers, one at either

end, with connecting flats. A separate choir case, with three rounded

towers, was constructed at the same time to harmonize with the main
case behind and above it. The organ now stands in a loft in one of

the Transepts, where it presents a really magnificent appearance. It

^ The Musical Times, September, 191 1.

2 ibid September and December, 1900.
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is probably the most successful enlargement of an old English case
that has yet been effected.^

Trinity College, Cambridge, and S. Clement Danes, Strand—both
by Father Smith, and both increased from four towers to six—may
also be cited as examples of judicious enlargement Gerrard Smith's
case at S. George's, Hanover Square, which now consists of five towers
and six flats is not so happy in its proportions—probably because the
Architect (Sir Arthur Blomd&eld) was hampered by lack of height.

Other cases which have been altered and eciarged but scarcely
improved—though each is effective in its way—are to be seen at
Christ Church, Newgate Street (where a fourth tower was insertcxl,

and two double-storied flats of small pipes and much ornamental carving
removed to make way for three compartments of larger pipes) and at

S. Peter's, Cornhill (where a large central tower and two wide flats

seem to have taken the place of three smaller flats—this in 1840, in

order to widen the case for the new organ designed by Dr. Gauntlett
and built by Hill.)

The outline of the original case at S. Peter's probably resembled
that of the small organs at Manchester Cathedral and Little Bardfield

[99]. It owes not a little of its present effectiveness to the lavish way
in which it has been gilded—more particularly in the matter of its

pipe-shades. The same may be said of the organ front at S. George's

Hanover Square.

Two other cases, one at S. Peter-in-the-East, S. Alban's (Father

Smith or one of the Dallams, formerly at S. Martin-in-the-Ficlds), and
All Hallows, East India Docks Road (Gerard Smith, 1717, formerly at

All Hallows, Bread Street) cannot be commended since the pipe-work

of the added portions is allowed to project above the cornices—an
altogether unpardonable blemish considering the excellence of the

original designs which should have been taken as models for the

additions.

More unfortunate still was the way in which the magnificent

case at S. Sepulchre's, Holbom Viaduct, was enlarged, and mal-

treated in the process.

This instrument, built by Harris in 1670 or 1677 (the date is

variously given) was removed from the West End of the Church to the

North Chapel in 1891-2, when it was shorn of its cupolas and choir-

organ case, being at the same time considerably extended in width.

It still retains the coat of arms over its central tower and the two \yinged

"supporters," while the two angels ("indelicate fat cupids " I)

continue to recline on the two halves of the broken, rounded pediment,

which are placed above the two inner flats. The side wings are very

ungainly, but the worst feature is again the way in which the pipes

of the new^er work are made to protrude above the cornices.

The towers of both Smith and Harris were supported either by a

cherub's head (sometimes two or three were used) or by a bracket

* There is yet another case to this organ. It is placed ovei the stalls

on the north side of the Chancel, where it serves to screen a small portion o

the instrument. It is Gothic in design—quite good, but rather stiff and

aquaie.
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covered with foliated carving, and were finished ofE with a heavily

moulded cornice. Occasionally, as in two of the four towers of the old

portion of the case at Trinity College, Cambridge [103] the upper orders

of the cornice moulding above a flat tower were left out, and a semi-

circular pediment substituted.

Frequently some kind of ornament was added above the towers

—

the crown and mitre (as at Christ Church, Newgate Street), vases with

gilded flames (as at S. Clement Danes, Strand), and cupolas (as at S.

Bride's, Fleet Street and at S. Sepulchre's).

The S. Bride's organ is fortunate in retaining its west gallery

position and all its adornments. In this case the pipes in the lower

story on each side of the central tower are arranged in upright oval

compartments, while the cupola on each of the side towers terminates

with a mitre, and that on the central tower with a crown.

The organ which Harris built in 1696 for S. Andrew Undershaft,

[106], had, before its removal to the east end of the south Aisle, in 1875,
in addition to the two angels above the cornices of the side flats, a

singular erection above its central tower. For sheer exuberance of

this species of cornice adornment, however, the same builder's design

for the organ which he built in 1710 for Salisbury Cathedral [107] pro-

bably stands unrivalled.^ Though little, if at all, larger than the

generality of the most important cases of the period, being 20ft. in

width, it sprouted to such effect that the crown on the top reached to

a height of 40ft. Of all Harris's cases that I have met with this is the
one that most merits the condemnation of Sir John Sutton, but apart
from its excessive ornamentation and the unsightly excrescences

above the towers, it is a very good example of its period, immeasurably
superior tc Green's miserable specimen of

'

' correct " Gothic which
succeeded it in 1792. Above the three towers of the choir case were
three small figures, or statues. At least two other organs by the same
builder still have similar figures above their towers. These are those
built for S. Peter Mancroft, Norwich (now placed in the south Aisle of

the Chancel at Yarmouth Parish Church, where it forms the back
of one portion of the divided organ*), and King James's ' * New Popish
Chapell," at Whitehall, built in 1687 (now at S. James's, Piccadilly,

to which Church it was given by Queen Mary, in 1691). The central
tower of the former is stfll surmounted by a finely carved statue of S.
Peter, while the latter has no less than six figures—an angel blowing

' An excellent reproduction of this design appeared in The Musical
Timet for February, 1903. Part of the organ, including the choir -organ case,
was used up in the organ erected by Green and Blyth in Helston Church in
1799. Thence it was removed to Shaugh Church (Devon), and later to
Braunton Church, but the rase has now entirely disappeared.

2 The case of the old Yarmouth instrument (by Jordan, 1733) does
similar duty to the other half of the organ in the north aisle . This, too, has
a large figure above its central tower. Curiously enough, the side towers
of this case are surmounted by crowns, and of the S. Peter's case by mitres.
Both cases are very much ahke, only the Jordan case has its intermediate com-
partments slightly curved. Jordan's case at Bath Abbey {1703) had large
figures of King David, S. Peter and S. Paul. It was ruthlessly destroyed
ta 1838.

^ ^
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a trumpet on each of the side towers, a larger one reclining above each
of the two flats, and two more figures above the large central tower.
These two cases are both noble specimens of the craftsman's art, the
Whitehall one having been carved by Grinling Gibbons.

Ivarge figures are also to be found on the truly magnificent divided
case at S. Paul's Cathedral. Those above the main towers were added
by Sir Christopher Wren (who himself designed the case) in order to

hide the tops of the long pipes which Father vSmith had used, and over
which architect and builder had quarrelled. These figures are placed

in pairs, with an altar between them. The case is in the Italian

Renaissance style, and adorned with some of the finest carving in the
world, mostly by the master-hand of Grinling Gibbons. It remained
on the screen from its erection in 1697 till i860, when it was removed
to the second arch on the north side of the Quire, and robbed, for a

time, of its choir case. In 1872 it was diwied, the original front,

together with the choir case, being placed over the stalls on the north

side of the Quire, whilst the
'

' back " case, for which a replica of

the choir case was made, w^as set up on the opposite side. At the

same time the sides of each of the main cases were fitted with pipes,

so that there are now six speaking fronts. The choir cases are very

similar to the large cases above them—merely two flat towers with

a flat compartment betv/een-—and the front pipes are gilded.

The present situation is ideal, and it is difiicult to imagine the state

of mind of anyone who would wish it altered in any way, or

differently situated—but who knows ? Vandals are a hardy species,

and will probably outlive the poor I

Reverting once more to the general outline of the cases of Smith
and Harris it may be said that except when there were only two towers

,

the central portion was nearly always the highest. This was effected

either by placing the largest pipes in the middle tower (or pair of towers,

when there were four of them), or, exceptionally, as at All Hallows,

Lombard Street [102] and S. Clement, Eastcheap, by putting a small

central tower above a flat. There were infractions of this rule, but

they were comparatively few. They included the following :—

By Smith :

Emmanuel College Chapel, Cambridge, Choir Cate—c. 1686,

Chester Cathedral

—

Main Cate.

This case (together with the choir case subsequently added by
Snetzler) is now in S. Paul's Cathedral. Valetta, Malta.

By Harris

:

S. Sepulchre, Holborn Viaduct

—

both catet (c. 1670).

S. Nicholas, Newcastle-on-Tyne {c. 1676). [54]
Chichester Cathedral (1678).

Bristol Cathedral—CAoiV Case (1683).

S. Lawrence, Jewry do. (1684).

S. John's, Bedford Row (1703).

Salisbury Cathedral

—

Choir Case (1710), [55]

Another interesting point in connection with this matter of general

outline is the shape of the cornices above the various flat compartments.

Here the cases naturally fall into the following seven groups :—
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Those in which the covnice was a horizontal straight line, parallel with

the impost.

S. Peter ad Vincula, Tower of London [104] and the six cases already
spoken of as closely resembling it in design.

Trinity College Chapel, Cambridge

—

both cases (1708). [103]
S. Katherine Cree, Leadenhall Street. (1683).

Kmmanuel College Chapel, Cambridge

—

Main Case (1686).

Christ's College Chapel, Cambridge, {1705).

Pembroke College Chapel, Cambridge

—

both cases (1707).

All by Smith.

•''' PEMBROKE COLL.CAMB
Choir Orqan. [Sm»-l>^^

N|Ch(OLAS DEPTFORD.I65?.

II. Those in which the cornice was a single concave curve.

Durham Cathedral—both cases. (1683).

S. Clement Danes, Strand {c. 1690).

S. Martin-in-the-Fields (c. 1667). Possibly by Ralph Dallam, 1660,
or George Dallam, c. 1675, and not by Smith at all. Removed
to S. Peter-in-the-East, S. Alban's, in 1725).

S. Mary the Virgin, Oxford—both fronts (1675), [115].
Temple Church, London (1684).
Manchester Cathedral—smaller organ (c. 1684).
Emmanuel College Chapel, Cambridge

—

Choir Case (1686).
Hampton Court Chapel Royal 1690 (possibly by Shrider, 1710).

On August 2, 1690, was issued a " Warrant to Bernard Smith»
their Majesty's organ maker in ordinary, to provide a new organ
for the Chappell Royall at Hampton Court," but there seems to be
no certain evidence that the work was proceeded with.

vS. Nicholas, Deptford (1697).
Chester Cathedral.
Southwell Cathedral

—

both cases.

Walton-on-Thames Parish Church.
All Hallows, Barking-by-the-Tower [105] (1675-7.)
S. John's, Bedford Row (1703).
Little Bardfield [99].

The last three by Harris the others by Smith, though the Waltou
one is doubtfiil.
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BRISTOL [Harris] 168^.

Last Froat

BRISTOL [Harris] l6Sir
West Front

III. Those in which the cornice was a single convex curve.

All cases with three towers,

S. Mary Woolnoth, Lombard Street (1681).

Father Smith used some of the pipes of a former instrument,
built by Robert Dallam, which had been damaged but not dcs-
stroyed by the Fire of London in 1006. I am incUncd to think
that he used up Dallam's case as well.

Bristol Cathedral—£a5/ Front (16S5).

S. Andrew Undershaft (1696). [106]
S. Andrew, Holborn (1699).
S. Nicholas, Newcastle " Back " Front (1710).
" Popish Chapell," Whitehall (1687. Removed to S. James's,

Piccadilly , in 1691).
S. Bride's. Fleet Street (c. 1696).

S. Mary, Lambeth (1701).
Christ Church, Newgate Street (1690).

S. Lawrence, Jewry

—

Main Case (1684).

In the East Front of the Bristol organ there is a rather ungainly
expanse of wood between the tops of the pipes and the cornice.

The other eight had a strong family likeness, and may be said
to be typical of Harris's style, so far as that word can be used at
all in connection with such a free and varied usage.

IV. Those in which the cornice took the form of, or was surmounted by,

a pedimoU.
1 can refer to only three instances, one by each bm'ldcr and one

which, though originally by Smith, was considerably added to
subsequent to that craftsman's death :

—
S. Katherine Cree, Leadcnhall Street (Smith, 1083).

Bristol Cathedral , West front (Harris, 1685).

S. James's, Garlickhithe (Smith 1697, additions by John Kuopple,

1 7 19).

Ail three have rounded, or segmental pediments.
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The last-named has already been described. The other two
resemble each other in having three semicircular towers and two
single-storied flats, each of the latter being finished off with a
curved pediment. The Bristol organ is more classical in its details

and ornamentation, pilasters and festoons taking the Pjace of the
square framing and free carving of the Smith case. The Bristol

organ lost its overhanging sides in 1861 through the widening of

the lower part of the case. At the same date it was deprived
of the crown and mitres which up till then had surmoxmted it«

towers. S. Katherine's organ, on the other hand, does not appear
to have been mutilated in any way. Among its ornaments are

four small figures with trumpets—two of them reclining above
each pediment.

V. Those in which the cornice took the form of, or was surmounted by, the

half of a broken pediment.

In the five cases next mentioned—all by Harris—the cornices

above the two flats were so contrived that they formed a pediment
over the three middle compartments broken by the cornice of the
small central V-shaped tower. With one exception the broken
pediments thus formed were curved : in the east front at Glou-
cester it was triangular.

Gloucester Cathedral

—

East Front (1665).

„ „ West Front.

S. Sepulchre, Holborn Viaduct (c. 1670)

S. Nicholas, Newcastle-on-Tyne

—

Original Front {c. 1676).

Chichester Cathedral (1678).

N EWCASTLE [Harrii] \C^6

VI, Those in which the cornice was gable-shaped.

Two by Smith, but both of rather doubtful authenticity :

—

S. GUes-in-the-Fields (1671).
The organ was improved in 1699 by Christian Smith. Some

pipe-work of each builder still remains but the case is quite as
likely to date from 1734, the year when it was re-erected in the
new Church, as from 1671.
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S. Peter's, Liverpool (The New Church, and for some time the Pro-
Cathedral).

This instrument is ascribed to Father Smith by the late Mr. F,
H. Burstall.i

Four by Harris.

—

S. Botolph, Aldgate (1676).

S. Peter Mancroft, Norwich (1707).
Salisbury Cathedral (1710) [107].

S. Dionis, Backchurch (1724).

This was Renatus Harris's last instrument. It is now at S-
Mark's, East Street, Walworth.

This type of case was popular with the successors of Smith
and Harris. John Harris and John Byfield, Jordan, Bndgc, nd
Schwarbrick each used it upon occasion.

5AINT BOTOLPH . ALDCATE
[Harrii] \G'(^,

SALISBURY. CHo.r Ort^atv

[Harrij] 1^10.

VII. Those in which the cornice was ogee-shaped.

Three, at least, of Harris's cases had this feature—ail choir cases :
—

S. Sepulchre, Holborn Viaduct (c. 1670)

S. Lawrence, Jewry (1684).
Salisbury Cathedral (1710).

This form was frequently used by builders in the period 1720-

1760, but with the later craftsmen it was usually associated with

the same curve in plan as well as in elevation. Richard Bridge

was very fond of it, if we may judge from the number of times,

he employed it—see Enfield Church [in].

» See the Dictionary of Organs and Organists, First Edition, p. 191.
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All the cases of Father Smith and Renatus Harris with which I

am acquaiated come under one or other of the above categories with
the exception of three. One of them, S. Edmund's, Lombard Street,

has been already mentioned. The other two are S. Paul's Cathedral,

and West Walton, where the cornice resolves itself into two ogee-

curves—an outline much used in later Renaissance work. The form of

the cornice is not so obvious at S. Paul's as it was at West Walton be-

cause of the exceeding richness of the carving for which the former case

is so Justly celebrated.

As a rule the cornices to the flats consisted of plain mouldings, but
occasionally some more elaborate form was devised —for instance, pahn
branches, as at S. Clement Danes, Strand.

When there was ornamentation above the cornices of the flats it

usually took the form of more or less heavy scroll-work, of which
examples still remain at S. Peter ad Vincula [104] and Trinity College,

Cambridge [103] and several other places ; or of reclining angels, as at

S. James's, Piccadilly, S. Bride's, Fleet Street, All Hallows, Barking

[105], S. Andrew Undershaft [106], the Temple Church, S. Paul's

Cathedral and elsewhere.

If the above notes on the organ-cases of these two famous crafts-

men count for anj^thing they should show that the use of the word
" type " to distinguish the handiwork of the one builder from that of

the other requires more care and discrimination than was at one time

supposed. With the exception of certain dupHcations of a particular

pattern {e.g.,, Smith's case at S. Peter ad Vincula and Harris's cases

with convex cornices as set out in Section III above) there is reaUy

no such thing as a " Smith type " as distinct from a " Harris type."

There are, however, certain predilections of treatment—mostl^^ in

matters of detail—pecuHar to each builder. Should one or more of

these be present we should be quite justified in speaking of a case as

being in Smith's or Harris's " style." " Style," however, is a subtle

and rather intangible thing, so that when none of the distinctive

features appear—as often happens'—and documentary evidence is

lacking, it is often difficult, and even impossible, to say that a par-

ticular case was the undoubted work of this builder rather than that,

or even that it was not the work of one or other of their immediate

successors.

Ail that can then be said of the case in question is that it is " in

the style of the period," but that it lacks the distinctive touch of any
particular builder.

In the writer's opinion one of the surest ways of distinguishing

between the work of these two builders, is by an examination of the

lips and mouths of the front pipes. Sir John Sutton drew attention

to this fact some seventy years ago when there was more old pipe-work

in existence than there is to-day, but enough still remains to enable

interesting comparisons to be made.
He observes that Harris's instruments " may be readily ascer-

tained by examining the mouths of the front pipes, which are not

sunk, as is usually the case, but are raised above the surface of the
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pipe, so that the mouth is more promment than any other part of it
"^

This descnption is neither quite accurate nor quite explicit The
mouths, or to speak more correctly, the lips of Harris's larger pipes
were not raised but sunk. It was the edges of the lips that
were raised, particularly at top and bottom, with the result, when
looked at from the front, that the lips themselves apfcar to be raised
above the bodies of their respective pipes. Wlien viewed from the
side it IS easily seen that the greater portion of each lip is considerably
recessed. Moreover this pecuHar treatment was only accorded to
certain of this builder's instruments. It can be observed at Gloucester
Cathedral

; S. Andrew Undershaft ; S. James's, Piccadilly ; All
Hallows, Lombard Street; S. Clement's, Eastcheap ; vS. Bride's, Flc^t
Street; Bristol Cathedral, and elsewhere. It is gencrallv confined to
the larger pipes, and to only a ver\^ few of these—sometmies only the
centre one of a tower. (See figure 7.)

Harris used at least six distinctive shapes for the hps of his

pipes :

—

1. The ordinary bay-leaf, i.e. with a rounded lower lip, and an upper
lip wliose edges were formed by two convex: curves meeting at the
top in a point.

2. The same but with the curves concave instead of convex.
3. The same as No. 2, but with a rounded top instead of a sharp point.

4. Another variety of No. i, with straight edges meeting in a point.
(This is the form which has been given to inside pipes from time
immemorial).

5. The rounded (or French) form. In this species both lips were rounded
so that they made a complete oval which was often considerably
elongated.

6. The same as No. 5, but with the top curve of the upper lip bent out-

wards into a point—making the upper lip resemble an ogee-arch in

shape.

For his larger pipes Harris relied chiefly on No. 5, but made fre-

quent use of Nos. I and 6. : for his smaller pipes any of the six shapes,

according to his fancy at the moment.
He v;as also fond of using two or more shapes in the same organ-

front. Thus at S. Maiy, Lambeth, he used Nos. 1, 5. and 6 for the

tower pipes and No. 4 for one tier of the flats. At S. Andrew, Under-

shaft, he used Nos. 3 and 5 ; at S. Clement's Eastclieap, Nos. 2 and

5 ; and at All Hallows, Lombard Street, Nos. i and 5.

^ A Short Account of Organs, p. 58.
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Smith occasionally used two shapes {e.g., at S. Mary's, Oxford,

Nos. I and 6) but as a general rule he was content with No. i alone.

Smith's pipes were also less wide in the mouth than those of his

rival—a fact which helps to account for the superiority of his Diapason
tone as well as one which helps to distinguish between the handiwork
of the two makers when outside inspection is alone possible.^

Another peculiarity of their pipe-work was the absence of ears.

I do not think there is any authentic instance of the use of ears by
either Smith or Harris. Where these are found attached to the front

pipes they are always, I believe, the work of a subsequent builder.

At S. James's, Garlickhithe, some of the larger pipes are provided with

extremely short ears—scarcely longer than the height of the mouths
of their respective pipes—which suggests that this organ was one of

the first to possess them, and also that the builder who attached, them
did so by way of experiment.

For some time after the death of Father Smith, 1708, good cases

were made by his son-in-law, Shrider, his two nephews, Gerard and

Christian, and their contemporaries ; but only a few of these were up
to the standard of the earlier master. Cases of poor design crept in

amongst them in increasing numbers.
That made by Shrider, in 1717, for S. Mary's Church, Finedon,

Northants [108], is an exceptionally good one, and is still, happily,

in its original position in the west gallery. Its two side towers, which

are flat, terminate in curved broken pediments, whilst the spaces

above the lower compartments and between the three towers, are

entirely filled in with two well-carved screens of scroll-work. The
brackets which support the overhanging sides are also in the form of

scrolls. In spite of successive alterations much of the old pipe-work,

including the front pipes with their original decorations, remains.

This organ has been ascribed to Gerard Smith by various writers, but

Mr. A. C. Edwards, in his
'

' Organs and Organ Building," is quite

positive that it was built by Shrider.

At S. Helen's Church, Abingdon, [109] is another case so like

the main case of the Salisbury instrument, above described, that

several writers have concluded that they are one and the same. This

is not so, however, for the Abingdon instrument was built by

Abraham Jordan in 1725, and in the contract for the rebuilding, which

was entrusted to Byfield, England and Russell, c. 1780, it was expressly

stated that the old case was to be retained. The Harris instrument

remained at Salisbury till 1792. The gilded representation of King

David and his harp once adorned the west gallery (where the organ

stood till its removal to its present position in the south Chancel Aisle).

It scarcely merits its prominent place on this fine old organ-case.

I The front pipes at S. Mary Woolnoth have very wide mouths. This

and the pecuhar treatment of the edges of the lips, taken in conjunction with

the shape of the cornice over the flats (to which reference has already been

made) lead me to think that the front pipes as well as the case of Robert

Dallam's instrument were not so damaged by the Fire of 1666 that they were

beyond utilization by Father Smith when, in 1681, he rebuilt this organ.

{See Did. of Nat. Biog., Vol. 13, p. 392).
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Amongst the many cases, not hitherto mentioned, which resembled
the Abingdon instrument in outward fonn through having three
towers, two double-storied flats, and gable-shaped cornices over the
latter, were :

—
S. Mary's, Shrewsbury (Harris and Byfield, 1729).
S. Luke's, Old Street (Jordan and Byfield. 1733).
S. Lawrence's, Reading (Byfield, 1741).
All Hallows the Great, Upper Thames Street (Glyn and Parker, 1749)
Removed to S. Michael's, Paternoster Royal, E.C., in 1893.

S. Leonard's, Shoreditch (Richard Bridge, 1757) an excellent case, [iio]
S. Dunstan-in-the-West, Fleet Street (Jordan). Removed to S.

Paul*8, Huddersfield, c. 1839.

Schwarbrick's case at Birmingham (^thedral (S. Philip's) made in

1715, and Jordan's case at Great Yamnouth (1733) difier from the
above chiefly in having breasted compartments, instead of flats, be-

tween the towers. The Birmingham case is particularly good.

Richard Bridge made a very graceful case for S. Andrew's Parish

Church, Enfield, in 1753 [11 1]. The ogee curve was a favourite one in

work of this period, and used with discretion, as at Enfield, was a

means of beauty. (Its use in the plan as well as in the elevation of the

curtains between the towers should be noticed.) A close examination

of the carving enables me to testify to its excellence. Some years ago

the organ was taken out of its case and set up at the east end of the

north Aisle, where it looks ver>' unsightly. Fortunately, however,

the case and front pipes were preserved intact, and (except that they

have been set back within a foot or two of the west wall) in their

original position. In this way an expanse of bare wall has been

effectively concealed at the cost of but a very small floor space, whilst

a beautiful and interesting link with past generations of worshippers

has been most happily preserved.

Would that other examples of well-designed and well-executed

wood-work had been preserved in the same maimer !

The same design—more or less exact, and sometimee with ad-

ditional ornament about and above the cornices—was used for several

other organ-cases of the period, including the following :—

-

S. Paul's, Deptford (Bridge, 1730).

Christ Church, Spitalfields (Bridge, 1731).

S. George's-in-the-East (Bridge, 1733).

S. Bartholomew-by-the-Exchange (Harris and Byfield, 1740). Re-

moved to S. Bartholomew, Moor Lane, Cripplegate (an exact

replica of the former Church) c. 1841. It seems to have broken

up in 1904, the year in which the second Church was demolished.

S. Helen's, Bishopsgate (T. Griffin, 1742)-

S. Margaret Pattens, Rood Lane (T. Griffin, 1749).

S. George's. Botolph Lane (T. Griffin ?).

The case of Jordan's organ in the Private Chapel of the Duke of

Chandos at Whitchurch, P/lgware (made in 1720 and remove<l to

Holy Trinity Church, Gosport, in 1747) differed from the al)ove in that

its end towers were not semicircular but flat. These end towers

originally contained three pipes each, but at the present tim« they

have but one. Towers with but one pipe are never successful.'

I Amongst well-known examples of one-pipe towers may be cited the

organ-cases at the Music Hall. Boston, U.S.A., and the Mormon Tabernacle,

sJt Irake aty.
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Another good example of Bridge's work can still be seen at

Faversham Church, Kent. It was built in 1754 and originally had
overhanging sides. It has a large semicircular tower (five pipes)

flanked by a flat (nine pipes) with an ogee-shaped cornice, and ter-

minated by a flat tower (four pipes). I know of no other case of per-

cisely the same design.

A still later case which, though far inferit.r to the Enfield one,

is still above the average for its period, is to be seen in the west gallery

at S. Botolph's, Aldersgate Street, B.C., [112]. It was builtby Samuel
Green, in 1778. Its worst points are the meanness of the cornices of

the two flats, the inferior character of the carving, and the lack of skill

shown in the management of the brackets which support the towers.

A few alterations in the lines of the case, more particularly in those of

the two ugly flats, combined with a richer form of carving, property dis-

tributed, would make this quite a fine case. Its most noticeable

features are the central group of three towers and the festoons which
take the place of the pipe-shades of earher cases.

Another curious group of three towers formed the central

feature of the organ at S. i\Iary, Redcliife, Bristol (Harris and Byfield,

1726). This was quite monumental in appearance and was designed

by a Mr. Strahan. Though not in the best of styles it was most cer-

tainly an imposing structure of some merit—more than can be said

of the commonplace case-work which supplanted it about the year 1867.

Parson's case at S. Andrew's Church, Plymouth (c. 1737) has so

many points in common with the Redclifle one, including the grouped
central tower, that I am inclined to suspect that it also was designed

by Strahan. It is an excellent case, and has been judiciously enlarged

in recent years.

S. Mary's, Rotherhithe, still possesses the case made for it by John
Byfield, junior, in 1764. It has much rococo ornament, not a little

of which is plaster work—the use of which seems to have been intro-

duced by Renatus Harris. The purist would probably condemn
such a shift out of hand, but my own feeling is that good plaster-work

is better than bad carving, and infinitely preferable to no carving at

all. Its justification in this instance is that it looks well after the

lapse of more than a century and a half.

The case has three rounded towers (two of them surmounted by a

reclining angel blowing a trumpet) and two single-storied flats. It

has really quite a noble appearance.

In certain cases of the latter part of the eighteenth century the

pipe-shades were carved to represent draped curtains. Examples that

can be quoted occur at S. Mary's, Stafford (John Geib), and S. James's,

Clerkenwell (G. P. England) [113], both erected about the year 1790.

At S. Swithin's, London Stone, a similar instance is to be seen, but this

really belongs to a later period since it was built c. 1820.

Before bringing this chapter to a close, space must be found for a
brief description of the really exquisite Renaissance case at Winch-
combe, Gloucestershire. This seems to date from the earlier half of

the eighteenth century and to have belonged to the Hertford family,
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since their arms are carved on the panel over the keyboard. About
the year, 1782' it was purchased from the Earl of Plymouth and set

up in the west gallery at Winchcombe. The case then consisted of a
central flat of thirteen pipes with two flat towers containing three

pipes each—the whole under a single horizontal cornice. It was
subsequently removed to its present position on the north side of the
Chancel.

I^ater on, in 1890, the instnuuent was rebuilt and enlarged, and
its front widened by the addition of a flat of five pipes to either side.

The newer work is slightly recessed, and at a som.ewhat lower level

than the original. It is also a shade lighter in colour ; otherwise, both
in design and execution, it is a perfect match. Frioees and pipe-

shades, old and new alike, are covered with carving of great dehcacy
and refinement.

With the exception of a single small figure—a nude and wingless

babe, standing on a bracket between the top of the central pipe and
the cornice and blowing an uplifted trumpet—the whole of the wood-
work is of light-coloured oak. The aforesaid babe is gilt, and the

front pipes are painted grey-blue.

It is very regrettable that those who were instrumental in

effecting so excellent a work as this enlargement should afterwards

have penuitted it to be partly hidden behind a very commonplace,

very scholastic, and quite unnecessary^ Gothic screen.

^ The historic notes were kindly supplied by Mr. W. E. Haslam, F.R.C.O.,

Organist of the Church.



CHAPTER V.

DEBASEMENT AND REVIVAI..

IT will be here seen that though some really good cases were made
quite late in the eighteenth century the period of decline had
begun to set in by the end of its second decade.

Church authorities still desired that their organs should look well

»

but they either could not, or would not, pay the price. There was
also a change for the worse in the artistic sense of the w^hole community.
The result was a deterioration either in material or form, and sometimes
in both. Ornament was reduced to a minimum, what there was of it

being poor alike in quality and design. Pipe-shades showed a tendency
to disappear altogether, while the cornices of the flats were meanly
moulded as well as ugly in outline. There was, however, one ancient

practice which was strictly observed even in their weakest essays

—

one that should be counted unto them for righteousness. The tops

of the front pipes were always concealed by the upper work of the case.

By this means and by the almost universal custom of gilding the front

pipes many an otherwise commonplace case was made presentable and
even dignified.

It would, of course, be most unfair to attribute more than a
certain share of blame for the deplorable results which followed to the

organ-building craft. The faults were, after all, the faults of the age.

The Jordans and their contemporaries could build a good case when
they had the chance, whilst even John Snetzler, whose opportunities

were fewer because he came later, deserves credit for some passably

good work. Occasionally, too, a really excellent case was made weU
on in the nineteenth century. One of the latest and best of these is

to be found at Brunswick Wesleyan Chapel, Leeds. It was built by
J. Booth in 1827. The great case contains seven towers and the usual

flats, while there is a separate Choir Case in front.

At this point Sir John Sutton may again be quoted/ He says

:

* * Early in the reign of George the Third, attempts were made to

restore the Gothic style, at least in the restorations made in old

Churches ; with what success may be seen by examining the stalls

at Westminster Abbey, the Altar and organ screens at S. George's

Chapel, at Windsor, and other works executed about the same period.

Green, who was at that time at the height of his popularity, and was
^ " A Short Account of Organs," pp. g8-ioo.

A
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very much patronised by King George the Third, was obHged to con-
form to the prevailing taste, and began to engraft innumerable pin-
nacles and incorrect Gothic details upon his tasteless boxes. And
their effect was, if possible, worse than the plain ones which preceded
them. Many of our Cathedrals, College Chapels and I'arish Churches,
are disfigured by these unsightly organ-cases, which became ever>' day
larger and more heavy^ looking, and the ornamental parts rescmbk
the barley sugar ornaments we see about Christmas time in pustr^'-

cooks' windows, displayed in all their glory on a twelfth ciike. From
time to time sHght improvements were made in the details, though
they were injudiciously applied. Ever>^ part of a Church has been
copied for the organ-case, and attempts have been made at one time
to make the organ look like a tomb, at another like a screen, at another
the canopies of the stalls have been placed on the top of the organ, and
latterly, as if in despair of producing anything decent, the organ has
been put out of sight altogether."

Amongst the cases which more or less merit the above condemna-
tion, may be cited those at S. Katherine's, Regent's Park (1778),

Greenwich Hospital (1789—fine workmanship thrown away on a

poor design). New College Chapel, Oxford (1776—a barbarous erection,

now destroyed, \nth a hole through the middle of it to allow a
'

' pt^p
'

'

at the Reynolds window—all by Green ; York :Minster (Elliot and Hill,)

1832) and Leeds Parish Church (a weird mass of " car\'ery " in the

form of a shrine, without a single pipe showing). Many others are to

be met with in smaller Churches w^hich are even more horrible, but it

does not seem quite fair to put the latter into the same pillor>' of

architectural depravity as the more unportant Churches just men-

tioned, where the foremost architects of the day found congenial oc-

cupation, presumably to the satisfaction of all concerned.

It must not, however, be supposed that all casc^ of tliis t>TX? were

equally unsightly. Here and there, by some fortunate chance, one

was evolved which was by no means unpleasing. Edward Blore's

creation at Peterl3orough (1825, replaced in 1904) may not have been

particularly happy, but it marked a distinct advance on his effort at

Winchester Cathedral six years earlier, whilst E. J. Willson's design

for Lincoln Cathedral (1826), though it may not compel our admira-

tion, is not altogether unworthy of its prominent position over the

Quire Screen.

A very usual type of case for an organ of moderate dimensions

during the latter half of this period—from 1820 to i860 -is illustrated

on page 114. It consists of three ogee arches lx)unded by |)innacled

buttresses, arches and pinnacles being alike crockeleil and crowned

with finials. When the designer managed to hit on the right pro-

portions and proper curves the result, as in this instance, was l>oth

pleasing and picturesque, and infinitely ])referable to the bald boxes

of whistles which found their way into our Churches during the same

period through the parsimony and ignorance of the authorities con-

cerned.
. , ,,- ,

The case referred to is that of the old organ in the Wesleyan
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Church, Newbury [114]. It was set up there in 1861, but was probably
purchased second-hand. It has since been extended in width and
otherwise altered so that its present appearance is far from good.

Amongst the many cases on similar lines may be mentioned
those at Holy Trinity, Cambridge (1851) and Rothley Church,
Leicestershire. The Cambridge one, being of oak and enriched with
gilt, is really excellent in effect.

Two cases designed by James Shaw may still be seen—the one in

the great Hall, Christ's Hospital, Horsham (whither it was removed
from the old Hall in Newgate Street), and the other at the Church of

of Dunstan-in-the-West, Fleet Street. The latter datci? from 1839,
the former from circa 1832. Each has three towers and two flats.

Three clumsy cupolas with which the towers are surmounted give

the cases a strong family resemblance. They are not otherwise

noteworthy.

When Gothic architecture began to be properly studied, and
its principles mastered, a great change rapidly came about. One
of the earliest fruits of the Revival, so far as organ-cases are con-

cerned, is to be found at the University Church of vS. Mary the Virgin,

at Oxford. Here, in 1827, the Revivalist architect, one Thomas
Plowman, found an interestiug Father Smith case on the screen

dividing the Chancel from the Nave, and set about altering the Nave
front to make it fit in with his notions of what an organ-case in a

Gothic Church should look like. Without altering the disposition of

the pipes, but merely by the substitution of perpendicular caps, shades,

tracery and panels for the old Renaissance work (leaving only the

foliated pipe-shades of two of the compartments and the cherubs

that form the brackets to the three towers), he completely transformed

it. Though not at all happy, the result is much better than most of

this kind and period. [115]^ The Chancel front (which is really only a

more or less ornamental back, consisting of three flat towers and two-

storied intermediate flats, each filled with flattened wooden dummy
pipes, painted a dull red-brown) he left, though in a somewhat mutilated

condition, so that we are able to compare it with the " restored
"

case, and form an estimate of its original appearance.

Similar alterations were effected at S. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin,

in 1820, and at Lambeth Church in 1852. The DubHn case was in all

probability the one made by John Hawkshaw, organ-builder and

organist, to contain the instrumc-nt built by him in 1662, unless, indeed,

he utilised the pre-Restoration case which was in existence, and in use

in January, 1660. About the year 1668 it was taken down because

the roof was unsafe. Re-erected about the year 1685, it was subse-

quently fitted with a new instrument, which Renatus Harris completed

in 1697.
The case consisted of four towers separated by three flats. The

latter were surmounted by a deep, gable-shaped cornice which would

^ At Norwich Cathedral a Harris organ-case was similarly treated in

1833, and again in 1899, only much less successfully ; in fact, this twice-

tiiikered case ia not now worthy of its position in so splendid a building.
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have been continuous had it not been broken by the projection throui^h
it of the two inner (and taller) towers. A steel engrax-ins^ in Monck
Mason's History of the Colkgiate and Caihcdral Church 0/ 5/. Patrick
(1S20) gives a good impression of this case, wlaich Wcis both unusual
and pleasing in appearance. About 1S20, when Grav rebuilt the in-
strument, the faddists swept away the whole of the cornices and sub-
stituted for them a perfect forest of crocket e<.l pinnacles. The dis-
position of the front pipes remained unaltered. This approved version
lasted till the next rebuild which took place in 1S61.

The architect responsible for the re-c.isting of the Ivambeth Organ
was :\Ir. P. C. Hardwick. Under his direction the boldly moulded caps
were removed from the towers to make way for some ill-conceived
cylindrical creations of liis own. Two double-storicvl compartments
of small pipes wore displaced in favour of t^vo single flats of larger ones
set in an indifferent ft-ame above which their tops were designedly
allowed to protrude. The addition of a clumsily \^Tought flat at'eithor

side completed the work of debasement of a case which was own sister

to those which still gTace the interiors of S. Andrew Undershaft.
[106], S. Lawrence, Jewr\', S. James's, Piccadilly, and S. Bride's, Fkvt
Street, each of which it strongly resembled. JMiich of the original

pipe-work (including the pipes in the three towers) and the whole of the
case below the level of the impost still remain. The organ was re-

mo\^d from the west gLillery to the nonh chapel in 1906.
The Oxford Architectural Society and the Cambridge Camden

Society, both founded about 1839, did much to foster and direct

the new mo\'ement, and the organ-case was not overlooke<i. The
two Suttons exertOil no little influence, the elder one in his

'

' Short
Account of Organs " (for whicli Pugiii supplied a set of five suggestive

designs), and the younger in his " Church Organs," first pubhshtAl in

1866 under the title ' * Some Account of the ^Icilia^val Organ-cose still

existing at Old Radnor," and illustratcvl with etchings of existing old

organs and some extremely interesting designs for new ones in the

earlier Gothic styles. Two of Pugin's cases—the smpdler orgiin at

Jesus Colleo^e. Cauibridge [84] and that at West Tofts [So] have already

l>een descril^eil at some length. Another one which he dosigiK\l to

stand on the rood-screen at P'shaw College Chapel, Durham, was un-

fortunately never carried out. In this connection the most remark-

able and unique design prepared by Wilham Burges for the Cathedral

of Lille (but never constnicted) must he noticed. Mr. Audsley de-

scril>js it as a " Castle of Sound and Music . . . designed for the

reception of a a">mplete polychromatic ombellislnnent . which, had it

been carried out under ^Ir. Purges' careful sujx'rs'ision, would un-

questionably have made the work the most expressive :ind artistic

of its class ever designed."^

Mr. Burges also prepared sketch-designs for an organ-case in the

Knglish Memorial Cliurch at Constantinople, and for a west -end

divide^l organ at Cork Cathedral. Both were similar in style and

feeling to that proposcnl {01 Lille. It is a real misfortune Uiat not

' " The Art of Organ Bailding." Vol. I., p. 149.

E
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one of his remarkable designs seems ever to have been executed. They
had a note of distinction that marked them out as the work of a man
of genius.

At S. Paul's Church, Cambridge, is an organ-case which, though
not a model for exact imitation, is deserving of a word of praise as being
one of the earliest to break away from the usual arrangement of

crocketed gables and buttressed pinnacles which formed the stock-in-

trade of the Gothicists of the period. It seems to have been erected

upon the completion of the Church, in 1842. It consists of three main
compartments, of which the central is the highest and is itself sub-
divided into two tiers of small pipes separated by five long ones. The
three compartments are each finished off with horizontal cornices and
crestings which are quite effective. The treatment of the traceried

pipe-shades is also satisfactory, indeed the only real blemish is that four

of the seven panels of pipes have their feet arranged so as to form an
angle with the line of the impost. These raking lines give a hard and
stiff look to the case which could have been easily avoided. When
all is said, however, the architecture of the case is far in advance of the

architecture of the Church. It looked at its best before its removal
from the West Gallery.

Slightly later in point of time is the excellent little case at Holy
Trinity, Littlebury (Essex). This consists of two towers with a three-

fold compartment between, the latter terminated by a continuous
curved cornice which slopes down from the towers towards the centre.

The towers, which completely overhang the body of the case on either

side, are surmounted by a deep crest of brattishing. The date of the

case is 1852.

Other good cases of this period include that designed by Mr. R.
C. Carpenter for Sherborne Abbey (1856), and those by Sir Gilbert

Scott for Ely (1851), Manchester (1872), Bangor (1873), Chester (1876),
and S. Mary, Nottingham [88] (1871). Of these the last-named was
by far the best, but, as has already been said, it has been most un-
happily re-arranged. Scott's cases at Rochester (1875), Ripon (1878),

Worcester (Quire and Transept Organs), and S. Margaret's Church,
Canterbury, are less successful, but they, as well as Mr. Somers Clark's

case at S. Martin's, Brighton, are deserving of honourable mention
since they were set up ' * when there were yet but a few of them and
they strangers in the land."

Scott had an unfortunate penchant for ornamenting the pipe-tops

of some of his organs with absurd crowns—the tinsmith's version of

the regal emblems usually found in Christmas crackers, but, alas ! not
so perishable. Occasionally, too, he used iron-work in conjunction

with, or in place of, wood—as in the upper part of the case at New
College, Oxford—a practice which cannot be conmiended unless, as

at West Tofts [80] it is used with great skill and discretion. But his

worst fault was in permitting some of the pipes to project above what
should have been the cresting—a curious thing for him to have done
considering that he carefully studied and obviously admired some
of the best Continental examples, including the exceptionally fine ones

at I^ubeck and Strasburg.
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Despite these defects and errors of judgment, Scott did good and
useful work as a pioneer, whilst two or three of his best cases are really

admirable.

A comparison between his cases at Bangor or Nottingham [SS] and
those at S. Katherine's, Regent's Park (1778), or S. George's Chapel,

Windsor (1790)—the latter designed by Emlyn—is con\'iucing evidence

both of the depths to which the appreciation of the beautiful had fallen

by the end of the eighteenth century, and of the great advance made
in the art of designing organ-cases by the Ix.-ginning of the third

quarter of the nineteenth.



CHAPTER VI.

Modern Exampi^ks and Tendencies.

ONE of the finest cases of what may be called the later Scott period

can be seen in the Church of S. Bartholomew, Armley, Leeds.

I have placed it at the beginning of this chapter, rather than

at the end of the last, because it was the first really successful attempt

at massing large pipes without in any way departing from the true

principles of organ-case design.

Its main features include a large V-tower, (containing three i6ft.

pipes) separated on either side from two angle-towers (with three

large pipes) by a two-storied flat of small pipes. This portion of the

case is coved over the kej^s, with a pendant beneath the central tower

and an angel with a harp beneath each comer tower. Massive wings,

with medium-sized pipes towards the front and larger ones facing the

side, are attached to this central portion. Since these wings com-
pletely overhang the lower part of the case on either side they are

responsible for not a little of the effectiveness of the scheme.

Richness is achieved by elaborate arch-shaped pipe-shades,

cusped beneath and traceried above ; by the skilful combination of

cresting, pinnacles, and angels, which form a finish to the upper-work

;

and by other carved detail which is judiciously distributed over the

rest of the case.

Mr. Sutton's allusion to it as " undoubtedly the grandest example
of a modern Gothic organ in England "^ is probably as true to-day as

it was forty years ago. For though there are several more recently

designed cases which surpass it in beauty they are, ahnost wdthout
exception, laid out on a slighter scale.

The Armley case was designed by Messrs. Walker and Athron, of

Leeds, in, or soon after 1879—the year the organ (one of Schulze's
masterpieces) was set up in the Church. It is of interest to note that
Mr. Walker had been a pupil of Sir Gilbert Scott.

Amongst the many admirable examples of the skiU of Sir Gilbert's
son, the late Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, may be cited the organ-cases in the
Parish Churches at Halifax (1879) '» Croydon (1893), and West Derby—
the last-named possessing three cases. Other instances of Mr. Scott's
versatility can be seen at S. John's College, Cambridge (1889, a twin-
fronted case)

; Lichfield Cathedral (1908) ; S. Alban's Abbey [89]
(1907-8, divided, and placed on the screen) ; and Selby Abbey (1909,
another divided instrument).

^ Church Organs (1883) p. xiii.
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The Aisle front at Cro^'don has never been carried out, nor have
the two excellent cases which he devised for S. jMary Abbot's, South
Kensington. A similar fate befell his design for Canterbury Cathedral,

where Willis's line instrument is now buried away, out of sight, in the

Triforium. Had it been placed in Mr. Scott's case it would have
looked well and sounded to much greater advantage.

At Paignton Church, Devon, there was fomierly an elaborate

double-case in the west gallery. It was set up in 1889, and was de-

signed by Mr. Mardon Mowbray. Consequent upon the removal of

the organ to a chamber on the south side of the Chancel, the case has

in recent years been re-arranged, so that the Choir case now forms the

Chancel front while the ]\Iaiu case faces the South Aisle.

Perhaps the most unifomily successful of all modern architects

in this special branch of their craft w?s the late I\Ir. G. F. Bodley.

No matter what position was chosen for the instrument he had to en-

case, nor how little ncr how great the sum of money placed ot his

disposal, he seems always to have known what to do. I have never

met with any instance in which he can be said to have departed from

the principles upon which all the best cases of ancient and modem
times w^ere based.

In between his smiple essay at Bcchinswell [83] already described,

and his exceedingly magnifical achievement at vS. Paul's, Burton-on-

Trent, are a whole host of fresh and delightful compositions, every one

of them bearing the mark of a man of genius and a lover of organs.

Amongst them are the cases at Hoar Cross ; S. Augustine's, Pendle-

bury ; Stratford-on-Avon ; S. Michael's, Croydon [go]
;
Queen's College,

Cambridge ; S. John the Evangelist (Cowley Fathers) Oxford [86] ;

the West End organ at Jesus College, Cambridge [85] ; S. Ives ;[8y] ;

S. Jolm the Baptist, Tue Brook, Liverpool ; Chislehurst Parish Church
;

Marlborough College Chapel ; and Christ Church, Ealing Broadway [116].

Some of these have been described in Chapter II, but the Stratford

and Ealmg cases cannot be passed over without a word or two at this

point.

The Stratford organ is strikingly placed in a loft ov(;r, and quite

clear of, the Chancel Arch, with a detached Choir case in front. It is

connected with the console on the ground level by means of electric

action.

At Christ Church, Ealing, is a divided organ with one casein the

Chancel and another in a loft at the West End. The latter is par-

ticulariy graceful in its outline, perfectly proportioned and exquisitely

treated. In conmion with most of i\Ir. Bodley 's cases it owes not a

little of its charm to liis unerring instinct in the use of gold and colour.

Four of the late :\Ir. T. L. Pearson's cases next call for notice.

That at Chiswick Parish Church has two fronts, both partially hidden

by modern and unnecessary screens, and both sadly marred by some

protruding pipe-tops. I am inclined to think that the latter fault

was due, not to design, but to lack of consultation between architect

and organ builder. The Weybridgc Case [82] is niucli haj^pier, and

so is that which graces the west end of the Church at Boothby Pagnell.
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The divided organ at Westminster Abbey has two cases slightly differing

from each other in design. These have been deservedly praised by
competent authorities, but, despite their many excellencies, there is a
stiffness —almost a clumsiness —about the pipe shades and pendants
of the large towers which, in the writer's opinion, debars them from
inclusion amongst the elect few which can Justly be termed

'

' perfect."

The late Mr. George Somers Clark, junior, was greatly interested

in the proper placing of an organ, and wrote and lectured on the subject.

The case he designed for S. Martin's, Brighton, though rather square-

cut, is remarkably good for its period. It is illustrated in The Builder

of 26. 6. 75 and 29. 10. 81, and also in TJw Musical Standard c. 1889,
but it looks much better in situ than in any of these reproductions.

A really excellent case was designed by him in conjunction with his

partner, the late Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, for the Church of S. Paul,

Morton, near Gainsborough.

The beautiful double case set up under the transept arch on the
North side of the Quire at Chichester Cathedral in 1888 was designed

by Dr. A. G. Hill, head of the well-known firm of organ builders, and
author of the two sumptuous volumes on Organ Cases referred to in

an earlier Chapter. In it were incorporated such fragments of its

predecessor, made by Renatus Harris, as had not been totally destroyed
by the fall of the central tower of the Cathedral.

Other noteworthy examples of Dr. Hill's versatility can be seen

at S. Matthew's, I^eeds (two fronts, dissimilar in design but one in

spirit) ; All Saints', Cheltenham (another organ with a double front) ;

Peterborough Cathedral (1904, suspended from the triforium on the

north side of the Quire) ; and Beverley Minster (1916, on the screen,

with difierently disposed fronts east and west). His two cases at S.

Margaret's, Westminster, were unfortunately removed in 1897, first

to a Church at Holbeck, Leeds, and then to S. George's Cathedral,

Capetown, where a third case, duphcating the Chancel portion, was
added.

Some of Dr. Hill's Renaissance cases are referred to later on.

The late Mr. Temple Moore designed some beautiful cases, but not
all of them were carried out in accordance v/ith their architect's fijst

sketches. That at the west end of the Chapel of the Bishop's Hastel
at Lincoln, is simple in its outline and distinguished by having folding

shutters to its pipes.

Mr. Temple Moore's decidedly drastic treatment of Sir Gilbert

Scott's masterpiece at S. Mary's Nottingham, has already been alluded

to. The new case which he himself designed for the loft between
the Lady Chapel and the Chancel is good, but its outline is lacking
in grace and charm.

The same architect's sketches for the cases at Skirbeck Church,
near Boston ; the Chapel of the Community of the Resurrection at

Mirfield, Yorks ; and Gillingham Church, Kent, can be unreservedly
praised.

Mr. W. D. Caroe is another architect who has shown himself a

master in the art of designing a beautiful organ case,i ndeed his effort
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at Winchester College Chapel, is one of the very finest of modem
examples, full of romance and adventure.

A pleasing and t3'pical example of Sir Charles Nicholson's skill

can be seen in the Church of S. Martin of Tours, Epsom. The chancel
front consists of four flat towers and three flat curtains. A noticciible
feature is the overhang of the sides. The wood-work is painted. The
Transept front is rather too plain and stiff to be unreservedly com-
mended.

There is a strong family likeness bet\veen Mr. Comper's essays at
Mundford Church [117] and S. Ethelburga's, Bishopsgatc Street.
Both are in lofts—the City organ at the west end, the other over the
Chancel screen—and both have three V-towers and two double-storied
flats. In both, too, the woodwork is oak, stained dark, but there the
resemblance ends, for the I\Iundford case is enriched and beautifietl

by gilding while the London one has nothing but its plain pipes to

relieve its sombre tone. There can be no question as to wliich is the
more effective, or as to the unprovement wliich would result in the
appearance of the latter by a judicious application of the same treat-

ment. I believe, too, that such was ]\Ir. Comper's desire, but that he
was overruled.

Mr. C. E. Kcmpe's elaborate case at Epping Parish Church was
originally painted a brilliant scarlet and lavislily gilded. It nuist

have looked very gorgeous then—apparently too gorgeous for the

authorities of the Church, since its decorative scheme was subse-

quently altered under the direction of ]\Ir. C. J. Hare, and the flaming

scarlet replaced by a sober green. The height of the case was at the

same time reduced by about six feet and two small cases added at the

sides, one facing east the other west.

Mr. Kempe's case at Pet^vorth [118] is of dark oak, riclil}' carved

and gilt. It is rather unusually placed—in a loft under the eo.stern-

most arch of the south Aisle, with a second division (choir organ, un-

cased ) on the south side of the Ch;uicel. The situation of the key-

boards cannot be considered satisfactory. It nmst be exceedingly

difficult to hear either organ or choir from such a shut-in position.

Otherwise the organ difficulty in tliis particular instance would seem

to have been solved successfully. The case is certainly vers' beautiful

and in perfect keeping with its surroundings.

Of JMr. Hare's original work mention should here be made of a

pleasingly decorated case at S. Stephen's. Snemton, Nottingham, and

of a very finely carved example, in dark oak, at Holy Trinity,

Brompton, Kensington Gore. The latter consists of three V-towers

without intervening flats, each tower temiinating in a pendant or

cul-de-lampe.

A charming little case, enlivened by painting and gilding, can be

seen at Bramley Church. Surrey [118]. It is very simple in outline-

merely three flats of pipes, with the largest pipes in the centre, and

the usual complement of pipe-shades, horizontal crestings and
" hang-over "—but withal so well-proportioned and contrived that

it pleases from whatever angle it is viewed. It was designed by Mr.

W. J. Tapper.
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Some of Mr. Tapper's designs have as yet got no further than
paper,but an even worse fate seems to have befallen the intricate front
prepared by Mr. A. H. Shipworth for S. Alban's, Teddington. This
design, which was exhibited in the Royal Academy so long as 1895, and
illustrated in The Builder for 1.6.95, seems to have passed out of re-

membrance at the Church concerned.
Mr. G. G. Scott's effective case at the west end of the I^ady Chapel

of the new Cathedral at Liverpool led one to expect something really

splendid in the way of case-work for the great organ in the magnificent
building now nearing completion. Here there are to be four fronts,

one either side of the Quire and one in each of the main Transepts—
the latter with 32ft. pipes in prospect. Of the Chancel fronts, as illus-

trated in a pamphlet issued by the builders some years back, all that
can be said is that they are just stodgy and commonplace. Unless the
other fronts are a great advance on these a grand opportunity, such as

seldom occurs, will have been missed.

Space must be found for a word or two concerning Mr. V. A.
Pearson's fine double-fronted case at Hove Parish Church. Here the
Chancel portion bears a strong family likeness to Mr. J. L. Pearson's
cases at Westminster Abbey : it has, moreover, the same faults in the
treatment, top and bottom, of the two large semi-circular towers.

The rest of the design is quite happy, and so, too, is the case which
fronts the North Transept.

Mr. J. F. Bentley's most successful case is probably that at S.

John's, Hammersmith —one that calls for no remark except to note
that it has a small central compartment of pipes arrangea in a semi
circular recess—a rather unusual feature.^

The revival of Gothic led to a similar revival in Renaissance,
and the concluding section of this article will be devoted mainly
to organ-cases designed in this style. Most of them were built during
the past thirty 3^ears.

Sir T. G. Jackson has some exceptionally fine organ-cases to his

credit, amongst which may be quoted those at Hampstead Parish
Church [119] (with campaniles above its tower-cornices), Hertford
College Chapel, Oxford (a well proportioned case in light oak, with a
campanile above its central V-tower, and angels worked into the

carving of the pierced screens above the two compartments which
connect this central tower with the rounded ones at either end), and
Brasenose College Chapel, Oxford [120]. The latter, which was con-
structed in 1892, encloses a quite small two-manual instrmnent. It

is placed on the screen dividing the chapel from the ante-chapel, to

each of which it presents a differently planned front of gilded pipes.

The east, or chapel front, has three rounded towers. Above the
central one, which is the smallest, is seated an angel, placing on a

viol. Two peacocks are to be seen in the pipe-shades of each of the

three towers. The west front has two V-shaped towers (whose sup-

^ There is a somewhat similar recessed compartment in the old Renais-
sance case at Oriel College Chapel, Oxford—bought by the College authorities
some years back, and restored under the direction of Sir T. G. Jackson.
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porting brackets terminate in small heads of angels), and a rounded
one between. Above the latter, which is placed at a lower level than
the others, is an angel blowing a trumpet, and included in the carv^ing

of its pipe-shade is a peacock. Four angels take the place of peacocks
ill the remaining towers of this front. The case is of light oak, eni-

belUshed with gold, and the overhanging sides add to its graceful and
refined appearance.

Finer still, however, is the same architect's case in the Shel-

donian Theatre, in the same city, constructed in 1877 [121]. Beautiful

alike in outline, detail, and colour, it hamionizes spkiididly with the

architecture, internal fittings, and decorative scheme of Wren's famous
building. The treatment of the wings of large metal pipes at the back,

and the way in which the central breast and its flanking towers are

connected with the gallery front, are especially worthy of notice. The
small carved wings on either side of the front are just what svich

appendages ought to be, aiid add not a little to a case of many charms
—a case to which I, for one, always turn with feelings of admiration

and pleasure, and one which seems little short of perfection.

Sir Thomas Jackson's design for the organ-case in the Chapel at

Blenheim Palace deserves special mention if only on account of the

curious shape accorded to some of its front pipes which were to be very

elaborately uioulded after the manner of those still to be seen in the

Church at Gonesse, France (1508). It has overhanging sides and a

separate choir case in front.

Radley College Chapel, near Oxford, is another of Sir Thomas's

double-cases. Its effect is somewhat marrcxi by a pair of well-car\^ed

but rather obtrusive wings. Otherwise the case is admirable. Th(.'

same architect's case at Wadham College Chapel, Oxford, is a very

successful example of a flat front.

Dr. A. G. Hill's magnum opus is at Sydney Town Hall, New South

Wales, ^ but a good example of a plainer and painted case, designed l)y

him in the Renaissance style, is to be seen at the Guildhall, Cambridge

[122]. The projecting tubas are a somewhat unnccessaiy feature, and

there is but little in the way of ornamentation, but there are many
points about this excellently proportioned i6ft. case, which might

well serve as a model where the space allowed is wide in proportion

to its height, and where an expensive case is out of the question.

At the Queen's Hall, Langham Place, W., there is another case,

on similar lines, but more elaborately carved and decorated, designed

by Mr. T. E. Knightley, the architect of the hall. It was originally

I It is certaijily the finest 32ft. front that ever emanated from Knglatui.

where few of our architects seem to know how to deal with such hir^e pipes

Only two such cases are even tolerably successful—those at Leeds Town Hall

and S. George's Hall. Liverpool—the others (such as those at the Albert

Hall and Alexandra Palace) being only more or h ss (and genercaiy less)

successful attempts at grouping 32ft. pipes with little worthy the name of case.

Two attempts at 32ft. fronts in churches (at Carlisle Cathedral and at Lton

College Chapel) are miserable failures, the impression given being that ot

enormous stove-pipes whose manipulation was beyond the power of the

architect. The effect at Eton is not greatly (if at all) improved by the

elaborate scheme of decoration.
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painted in delicate tints of pink and enriched with gold, but in 1920
the ground colour was changed to green.

Reading Town Hall [123] possesses a fine and imposing oak case,

with a i6ft. speaking-front of plain metal pipes. It is so planned
that a considerable number of the larger pipes are displayed on its

three sides without any of its compartments being broken up into

stories. It was designed by Mr. L,ainson.

Two of Mr. H. Wilson's designs are marked by considerable

originality of treatment, more especially in the matter of the pipe-

shades. At Douglas Castle, Isle of Man (1896) these are for the most
part solid, with a minimum of carving pleasingly and correctly dis-

tributed. The result is altogether delightful in the contrast between
the pipes and the plain wood surface, and (since the chapel is a small

one, and th effect of the shades is to keep back some of the tone)

probably quite justifiable from a musical point of view. But at Wel-
beck iVbbey this particular device seems to have become an obsession,

with the result that an othcnvise perfectly charming case is almost
entirely spoilt because, with the exception of those in the central tower,

the pipe-shades are brought so low that they cover up nearly the whole
of the pipes . In some instances little more than the foot and mouth
of a pipe can be seen.

The purpose of an organ-case is to display its front pipes to best

advantage, while the function of pipe-shades is to fill in, more or less

exactly, the gaps between the tops of the pipes and the framing.
" More or less exactly " is a term which, in practice, allows consider-

able latitude with pleasing results. Added to this the architect has
quite a reasonable choice in the matter of front pipes. ^ and a perfectly

free hand in their arrangement. When, therefore, one meets with a

case in which the greater portion of the bodies of the pipes is hidden
by solid shades it is impossible to resist the conclusion that wood-
work has usurped the position and function that rightfully belongs to

pipes.

Clapham Parish Church (dedicated to the Holy Trinity, not to

S. Mary, as stated in Hopkins and Rimbault) possesses at the present

time two organs. The older one, though still playable, has not been

used since the erection of the new instrument in the Chancel in 1909.

It still occupies its original position in the west gallery, where it was
erected c. 1794. What little ornamentation there is is in good taste,

and it is a pleasure to find it still retaining its west gallery position.

At the other end of the Church, in a specially constructed loft

on the north side of the Chancel, is an excellent modern organ in a

solidly-wrought oak case, rnade by the builders in accordance with

the designs of Mr. Beresford Pite [124]. Personally, I do not like to

I The organ builder naturally wishes the basses of his diapasons to stand
in front, and that would seem to be the proper place for them since there is

no room for them on the sound-board. Provided, however, that the builder

is not cramped for space the architect is under no necessity to use all these

big pipes in front, but he should remember that small speaking pipes are not
musically effective when placed in front. If small pipes are required for

this purpose they had better be dummies.
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see the tops of the pipes showing above the wood-work of the case,

and I cannot say that I admire either the fret-camng which is so

much in evidence, or the cur^-e given to the cornices wliich coimcct
the towers with the wings; but these blemishes —and blemishes they are

—are not sufficient to nullify the air of great strength conveyed l')y

what is really a very original case. I have nothing but admiration to

express for the fine quality of workmanship both of case and instrument

.

The practice, above referred to, of lea\ang the tops of the pipt^s

exposed above the highest part of the case-work, became the rule

rather than the exception with organs made in England during the

greater part of the nineteenth century. Tliis is altogether contrar>^

to the usage observed in all the finest of the older organ-cases, lx)lh

Enghsh and Continental. In this connection it is \vortli while recalling

Wren's disgust and indignation when he found Father Smith's pipes

protruding above the cornice of his case at S. Paul's, and the pains he

took to conceal them by designing additional carving for the top of

the case. I venture to say that even so gifted an architect as Sir

Gilbert Scott was unable to produce a faultless case when he departed

—as he often did—from this important principle of mediaeval organ-

design.

The curious thing is that Scott, who had carefully studied some

of the finest Continental cases, was ob\'iously not satisfied with the

effect of bare pipe-tops —else why did he so often insist on scalloped

edges or other ornamental finishings for those which showed above the

case-work ?
^

I have seen some fine cases in which some or all of the pipes pro-

ject above the wood-work but never a perfect one, nor one which was

not capable of being vastly improved by readjustment to bring it into

conformity with ancient rule and practice.

There was a certain type of case wliich was constructed about

the middle of the last centur>', when arcliitects gave over cop>'ing

old Enghsh cases and tried to evolve sometliing new, and, to their

minds, more in keeping with the Renaissance and Classic buildings which

they were called upon to build or restore. This was before the older

Continental cases had been studied, hence their achievements in this

direction, though not lacking in originality, were generally rather

hea\y in appearance. Some of them, however, were not without a

certain air of distinction. Amongst them may be noted those at S.

Martin-in-the-Fields (T. Allom, 1854—a (double case); S. Peter's,

Manchester^ (E. Salomons, 1836) ; Providence Congregational Church,

Cleckheaton ; Saltaire Congregational Church (Lockwood and Mawson,

1859) ; and Plalifax Place Wesleyan Church, Nottinghiim [125].

The Nottingham organ, as can be seen from the illustration, is

quite effective. It belongs to that type wliich is generally improved

1 These ridiculous
'

' crowns " can be seen in Scott's cases at Worcester

(Transept case, 1875) and Ely (1831) ; also at Leeds Town Hall (C. Brodcnck.

1857). and Bolton Town Hall (Hill and Woodhouse 1874).
, ^,, , „, „ ,

2 The orean but not the case, is now at S. Bride's Church. Old Iraflord.

where it was removed on the destruction of S. Peter's Church in 1907.
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by bemg somewhat lavishl}^ decorated -a procedure wliich has been

followed out in this instance as regards both wood-work and pipes.

The above types have been succeeded by others in which the

Renaissance fonns are used with greater freedom and boldness. Some

of these have already been described more or less briefly ;
others are

to be found at Corpus Christi College, Oxford ; McEwan Hall, Edin-

burgh (Dr. Rowand Anderson, 1897 -a very fine triple case) ; Clare

College Chapel, Cambridge (J. W. Simpson, a very successful re-

casting and enlargement of an old-fashioned case, the tow^ers being

increased from four to six) ; Badminton Church, Gloucester (Tcniple

UooTc, 1908 —a small case full of charm and beauty) ; S. Catherine's

College, Cambridge (T. Garner, 1895—with a choir case in front)

;

Ellary, Argyllsliire (Sir Robert Lorinier, 1900—a chamber organ with

a re.illy lovely Jacobean case enriched with much excellent carving)

;

and Haileybur>' College Chapel (Reginald Blomfield, 1901).

The last-named, unfortunately, lacks much of the ornamental carv-

ing which the architect intended it to have. The result is that it looks

somewhat heavy—but, perhaps, it should not be regarded as finished.

Mr. Blomfield's deHghtful essay at Mid-Lavant, near Chichester, can

be accorded unstinted praise.

With regard to cases designed on strictly Classical lines, English

architects seem to have gone out of their way to make matters more
difficult l)y insisting that all the front pipes shall be carried up behind

the entablature, and by dispensing, as a general rule, with any kind of

pipe-shade. It is not easy to achieve a satisfactory result by filling

up one or more rectangular openings with pipes of the same length

but of var3dng diameters, but the case of the old organ at Hobson Street

Wesleyan Chapel, Cambridge [126] serves to show what can be done
under this limitation. It had gilt pipes and green-painted wood-
work. Both chapel and organ-case have been destro3'ed.

A larger essay in the same style can be seen at S. Pancras, Euston
Road, where j\lr. S. S. Teulon made an effective use of pipe-shades to hide

the fault above referred to. This case (which was set up in 1864) is a
double one. Though rather plain and heavy it is in excellent keeping
with the arcliitecture of the Church, but it would look better if the
projecting tubas were removed.

But the finest of all our Classical fronts is undoubtedly the one that
encloses the Lewis organ in S. Andrew's HaU, Glasgow. This case,

designed by Mr. A. B. Macdonald, City Engineer, is 75 feet wide by 40
feet high. Its front is divided into fifteen flats of various widths but
of equal height. As a consequence the displayed pipes —all dunnnies
—are one and all of the same height. The thing sounds hopeless, but
the result (except that it is difficult to condone the use of so many
dummy pipes) is eminentl}^ satisfactory —very massive and noble.

Despite these successes, thosewhowish to design cases on Classical
lines would be well advised to base their efforts on some of the best
Italian models —leaving each pipe its natural length regardless of

symmetry
; dividing the compartments into stories as required ; and

making a bold use of car\^mg between the pipe-tops and the entablature
whenever such treatment seems called for.
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It is curious that the uninspired taste of the eighteenth
century should have had such different resuks at home and abroad.
But so it was. Here in England, after the ineffectual attempt at
more florid fonns (as exempli£ed in some of Renatus Harris's later
instruments), the downward movement ended in licit cases meanly
ornamented with poor, stiff carvang. On the Continent (thoui^h to a
lesser decree in France than in Spain, Gemiany and the Netherlands)
the tendency was from the first towards organ-cases with wildly ex-
aggerated excrescences at the sides and above, enormous carved
figures and rococo ornament. It is, perhaps, only natural that the
reviilsion of feeling against these debased forms of art should have first

set in the country- where the worst cases were to be found -namely,
in England. In Germany and the Netherlands, on the other hand,
however nuich one finds to criticise in the matter of design, it has to be
admitted that organ-cases of the period were frequently eximiples
of splendid workmanship, and often of no little magnificence. In fact,

in most of them it is only the ornamental detail and the large figurc^s

that are at fault, the lines being good and the proportions excellent.

It is a curious fact that many quite modern German cases in the
Renaissance st3de exliibit the same regrettable tendencies in the way
of fantastic cornices and florid ornamentation that characterized the
majority of cases constructed in the eighteenth century.

The revival of Gotliic arcliitecture in France, Germany and
the Netherlands, accompanied as usual by a destruction of nmch
ancient and beautiful cx:clesiastical furniture, has scarceh' advancal
beyond that stage, which, in England, earned Sir John Sutton's severe

condemnation. Few of the modern crises " in the Gothic style"

to be seen in these countries are better than Blore's erections at "Win-

chester and Peterborough —the last named, fortunately, now no more.

So far as organ-cases producexl v/ithin the last fifty or sixty

3^ears are concerned, both Gothic and Renaissance, England stands

unrivalled.

In conclusion, I venture to suggest that one or two ancient de-

vices, which seem to have been almost wholly ne^glcctexl b}' architects

of our modem orgon-fronts, might be more frequently used with the

happiest results. For instance, if, instead of trimming the pipes with

a view to synmietry, or of covering their upper extremities with pipe-

shades, the shades are kept clear above the pipes, and the latter are

allowed to display the whole of their natural spcniking lengths, a certain

quaint beauty, otherwise unol)tainable, is achieved.

The shades themselves can be either quite symmetrical, or the

lowest edges can be so treated that they follow, more or less exactly,

the rake of the pipes, hovering, so to speak, iibovc the top of each

individual pipe. Excellent examples of organs with ])ipes and pipe-

shades so treated, are those at Barcelona Cathedral (154b), Tarragona

Cathedral (1563) and S. Filiu, Gerona (c. 1575). At San Betronio,

Bologna (1470), some of the shades are s\innietrical, while others

are cut so as to follow the pipe levels more exactly. I cannot recall

any English case where this treatment is to be observed, for at VVey-

bridge both pipes and shades are symmetrical.
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Then, for Church organs, especially those placed in a loft over
the Chancel Aisle, or at the West end, I would advocate the revival of

folding-doors or shutters. vSuch an organ as that at S. IMichael and All

AngeLs, Croydon [90], would gain much by such appendages, especially

if they were enriched with appropriate paintings, while the shutters

would be of no little utility at Church cleaning times. In addition to

those at Theddingworth [79], West Tofts [80], Jesus College, Cambridge,

[84], and S. Hugh's Chapel, Bishop's Hostel, I/incoln, already described,

another case, similarly provided, deserves a word of praise—at S.

Andrew the Less, Barnwell, Cambridge. This is quite a small one-

manual organ wdth its front pipes arranged in three compartments

—

a central rounded tower and two side flats-—and its case-work painted

and gilt. It was probably designed by vSir John Sutton.

The separate choir-organ case seems also to have gone out of

fashion of late years, though a few organs recently built have part of

their cases advanced somewhat after the manner of a choir-case—for

instance those at Westminster Abbey ; S. John's College, Cambridge

;

and Clapham Parish Church [124]. Yet a hanging choir-organ case

can be made one of the most fascinating features in a design, and many
organ fronts would be greatly improved by such an addition.

I am quite sure that our architects would have soraethir^ fresh

and beautiful to show us if they included these special features just

named amongst the other forms and devices which we now know they

can use with such skill and originaUty.
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AM, SAIXTS", TIIi;i)I)IX<".\V<)l<TII, l.lvRliSTIiKSIlIKI-;
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S. MARY THE VIRGIN', WKST TOFTS.

Case designed by A. W. Pugin.
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S. 7()Hx"s, sToCKCKoss, TU'ar ^•F.\vlu•K^•
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S. JAMES , WEYBRIDGE.

Case designed by J. L. Pearson
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s. i,.\\\Ri;.\ci;s. ixciiixsw i;i.i.. mar m;\\ iurv.

Or.^ai) by IJevini^) on aii<l Sons. iN.S;. Case (K-sjumd l)y (

F. liodlcy.
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\V];ST KSl) OUCAN", JIvSUS Col.I.KCIv CIl.MilF, CAM IM'.II m;!'.

Or^an l)v Xuriuaiian.l Kv-anl ; Case ilfsJM,ud by ('.. 1-. liodk-y
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S. TOHX THE EVANGELIST. COWLEY ROAD, OXFCHID.
(The Church of the Cowley Fathers).

Organ by Beale and Thynne, 1897, Case designed by G. F. Bodley
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\L\ SAINTS, <. IVUS, in "NT'S

Organ by A. Gern, i6y j : Case .1. -.;_.. u.l l.v C. V lUnlk-y.
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NOTTIXGIIAM PARISH CII'JRCH (S. MARY S).

Orsian by Bishop and Starr, 1S7T ; Case designed by Sir

G. Scott.

(This case has since been re-cast and spoilt).
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S. AI.r.AN.s CATlli;i^KAI, l.iokill- WrM.

Organ l)v Abbott and Sn itli. k.ot : Ci- .l.^-n.,! 1.

J. (;. vScutt.
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S. MICHAEL AND ATJ, VXGFJvS, CROYDOX.

Organ by H, Willis : Case designed by G. P^. Bo-^lley.
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'(fiinfmt (rti kO«r (aunt KBIM^TT

s. sTi:i'ni;\ s, ofn r.vi)\(»i-,-.

(From the Rev. I-. II. Siitloii's Moiioi^rajili ..11 tin- old K.i.liK.r

Organ, iS(,(>).

Circa i -00 : P.uilcUr luikrm',-. ti.



Photographs by S. W. Harvey.

FRAMIJNGHAM CHURCH, SUFFOI,K.

Circa 1580 : Builder unknown.
Originally in Pembroke College Chapel, Cambridge.
Repaired bv Thamar in 1674, removed to Framlingham in 1707.

The lower view shows part of a previous origan in the Church. For some
years it was used as a screen to the player, hut is now nailed on to the back of the
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TKWKKSBTRV A!!PivV CIirRCII.

Oriuinallv huilt circa 1580 fpossiblv by John Chappingtoii^ for Magdalen
College Chapel, Oxford. Rebuilt by '" Grandfather" Harris in 1037.
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S. XICHOI,AS', STAXFORD-OX-AVOX, XORTHAXTS.

Circa 15S0 : Builder unknown.
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SrMMi:R I)KA\\I.\(. KomM, HATI'II:I.I) iioisi-:.

Set up in the Chapel at Hatfield in i(>ii by Tlioiuas l)allam.
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KTXG S COLI^EGE CHAPEI,, CAMBRIDGE.

East Front.

Built in 1605-6 by Thomas Dallam.
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West Innit.
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s, mark's, old biltox, near rugby.

Originallv bnilt in 1635 by Robert Dallam for vS. John's College Chapel,

Cambridge.
Case restored by the Rev. F. H. Sutton, and a new instrument fitted by

Nicholson, of Worcester, circa 1870.
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s. KATiii'.RiNi'.'s, i.iTTi.i'; r..\ Ri >i I i-.i.D i:ssi:\.

Asi-ribtd to l\^ll.llu^ Ilarii>.
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Photo by S. W. Harvey

CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.

Design for Great Organ Case of New Organ built by Lancelot Pease in

1662.

From the Original Drawing at Canterbury.
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CANTI.KIUkV CATlIl-.DkM.

Desij^n for tlic Choir Or^aii Case- ot Laiicilol I'lasc-'s Or.^aii (i«>Oj).

From the Ori'^inul Dntwiii'^ in the {^osscssio)i "f Mi. S. \\ . J/unry.
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AI.r^ IIAIJ/nVS, LOMBARD STREKT, E.G.

Built by Renatus Harris in 1O95.
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TKIXITV COI.I.KGK CIIAri;i., CAM HKIl x.l'.

Kuill bv I'uthcr vSiuilli, I 70S : Casr wi.Uncd in 1.^70 \v1ki\ IIk' Organ \\ a;

L-nlar.uca by Hill.
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Ai.i. iiAi.i.DWS, I'.AkKixc, i:.c.

lUiilt by Rciiatus Harris in i<'73-7,
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S. ANDREW, rXDERSHAFT, LEADEXHALL STREET, E.C.

(From Goodwin's " London Churches." 1838).

Biiilt by R. Harris in 1696 : removed to the East End in 1875.
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SAUSIURV CATHKDRAI,.

(From the Rlv Peter Halls " Picturesque Memorials
of Salisbury," 1^34^

Built by R. Harris in 1710 : superseded in 1792.
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s. MARY s, i-ixp;dox, xdrthaxts.

Built by Shrider in 171 7.
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S. HI.I.I'.XS, ARINGDON.

liuilt by .Nbraliaiu Jorilan in i7-'5.
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s. i^eonard's, shoreditch, i^ondon.

Built by Richard Bridge in 1757-
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JM II.I.D PARISH CIII'RCir.

Jiuilt by Kicliard Bridge in 1733.
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s. botoi^ph's, at.dersgatk street, e.c.

Built bv Samuel Green in 1778.
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s. jAMi-:s , ri.i;KFs-r:x\\i;i.r,.

P.uill l)y (',. l\ Iviiyland in i 7«J2.
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WESI.15YAN CHURCH, NEWBURY
Before alteration.

Built by F. Hughes in i86i.
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S. MARY TIIK VIRCTX, (IXFORD (Uni\ (.r.sit V Cliui> m .

West Front.

Built l)y l-atlicT Smith, Htj^-d. Case " C.othiiiiscd
"" in ibij.

under the direction of Thomas Tlowman.
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CHRIST CHURCH, EAIJXG BROADWAY.

West End Organ.

Organ by Lewis ; case designed by G. F. Bodley.
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S. I.I.nX \kl) S, MrXDIokl), XoRloI.K

Or<jan l>v Harrison and Harrison : Case (k-H-nid by J. N. Coiupcr.
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IIAMI'STICAD I'ARISU CIUKCII.

Organ by II. Willis: Case designed by T. ('.. Jaek^uii.
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BRASEXOSE COLLEGE CHAPEL. OXFORD.

East Front.

Organ by Hill. 1892 : Case designed by T. G. Jackson.
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Tlir. SIIIvI.DOXIAX TIIKATRK, oXIdKD.

(Jrgaii liy II. Willis, 1S77 : CasL- dcsigMc-d by T. C Jiuk>
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Tiir; Tn\v\ ii.M.i,, ki;ai)IXc.

Organ ])}' II. Willis
; Case (Usigiicd by Lainsoii
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CLAPHAM PARISH CHT'RCH (HOIA' TRIXITY).

Chancel Organ.

Built b^^ A. Hunter and Son, iqoq : Case designed by Beresford Pite
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HAITI AX I'l.Acr, \vi;si.i:vAX cm Kcn, xottini.iiam

Organ by (iray and Daxison i;i.}'.>.
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HOBSOX STREKT WESI^EYAX CHITRCH, CAMP.KIDGE.

Organ by Forster and Andrews in 1S69

(Church and Organ now destroyed).
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